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EDITORIAL
This month we are heavy on the
UFO side... as per usual I hear
you say. I guess that's why you
keep with us. We have had a
media frenzy month or three
here at Truthseekers. I have
been busy with helping promote
a new book by Larry Warren and
Peter
Robbins
on
the
Bentwaters UFO incidents of
1980 called Left at East Gate.
This involved going with the pair
to
radio
interviews
and
arranging a 2 hour phone in slot
for them on Talk Radio.
I am soon due to do a 2 .,"·>·..·>·"<·O<·O·O·>·
myself on governm
ups. Listen out on Jamc.,,.,.,.,.,.,
Whales show on 1053 or 1 08
medium
wave
at
11 pm
weekdays.

some ground breaking news
about the Public Records Office
and a missing file which tracks
7
secret
government
departments in their previously
unknown UFO investigations.
We have a full write up of the
Fife Incident where a family
witnessed a . . . . . . . . .
with an alien ' <, .,,.,..'r •<=>tT
occupants. , ...... . ·
events did n •. ', / '
the family
some of
home

fear of arrest.
Doctor Colin Ridyard contributes
with an article on scientific
the
UFO
analysis
of
phenomenon. Doctor Ridyard,
with his reputation in the world
of Chemistry, has certainly
turned heads by coming over to
the side of UFO investigators.
John Hurst explores the world of
contactees and some of the
information they gather in his
regular spot. Jonathan has also
started a Yorkshire office of
Truthseekers. We wish good
luck to Jonathan!

like to send a
tiJ anonymous writer

·.EBON FOX': Please write
With your address as I
wish to address the points you
raise. I would like to put your
points across in a readers reply
page but I feel they may offend
an innocent party. It would seem
also that you have some
interesting things to tell us
yourself. Please write us some
articles!

I have also been busy with
getting publicity going for the
next BUFORA conference. This
takes place in August and has
such speakers in the line up as
Derrel Sims and Larry Warren
and Daryl Smith
& Peter Robbins. I would
pe you enjoy this edition of the
suggest this conference over ...
dloe Manor recently an
. agazine. Please tell your
many others this year. We also · ·ended up coming back with ·
friends about us and please
some amazing photographs of
put on a Truthseekers Cardiff
contact us if you wish to start a
lecture for Larry & Peter and
an underground facility called
Truthseekers Group in your
the
Corsham
Computer
this has now opened the door
area.
for future lectures. Some
Centre. Some of these photos
have
never
been
seen
lectures may be short notice so
The four Truthseekers groups
you will have to register with us
anywhere else.
operating at the moment are
if you wish to receive notice of
YORKSHIRE,
CARDIFF,
We also discover that due to
the Cardiff lectures.
NORTHAMPTON & DEVISES.
an apparent loophole anyone
In this months edition we have
can visit the bunker without
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cry, than this strange object shot back the
way it can1e and was lost to view in seconds.
BUT MORE WAS TO COME !
Another purchase that Mary had made
in tius local shop, apart from her coffee, was
a UFO magazine wlllch contained ti1e phone
number of Larry Dean, an investigator witi1
research group SKYSEARCH. She left a
message on his answerphone, stating that if
there were any UFO investigators in her
area, to get them out quickly, for sometiling
strange was going on. After making the
phone call, they then related
their strange sighting to
Mary's friend's daughter
Susan, aged 15. Susan was
very sceptical and thought
that this was one big wind-up.
However, after a bit of
persuasion, it was decided to
once more go back outside
and see if they could still see
tlus object, never for one
moment thinking that ti1ey
would. Mary said to SPI that
usually these things are only
seen once in a life- time and
she wasn't really prepared for
what transpired next. But
nonetheless, they all agreed
(including young Peter who
had earlier been crying) to go
out and see if they could see
it.

out of this grouped range of trees. In an
effort to get closer to this amazing
spectacle, they decided to get back into the
car and travel down a little back road.
Tills they did, and they continued to view
the strange spectacle. A sense of nonreality was in ti1e air, when suddenly the
bright, blue, spinning light was joined by
other bright lights, red and green. Mary
likened ti1em this time to a laser light
show. "They really were lovely," she said.
"We were all moved to tears by them" . It
was at tills point that events took a

All four witnesses were startled to see a
tremendously bright, white light on the
ground beside a group of trees which were at
the other side of a ploughed field. Their
initial thought was that tius might be a
bright security light attached to a building.
However, they soon noticed a bright glow
over some trees, an immense bright blue
glow which actually shone up from the
bottom of the trees into the dark night sky.
They likened it to a bright searchlight as it
continued its spintung movements up and

Indeed at one point, the large 'being'
actually stretched down towards the ground
and opened Ills right hand to 'something,'
stood up, moved back into the trees a bit,
then took up the same position as before. In
ti1e sky around this amazing spectacle, were
hundreds upon hundreds of these small starlike 'things' wlllch were just hanging in the
sky. Suddenly a bright beam of light shone
down from the sky and illuminated the road
in front of them.
Mary related to SPI, that
as soon as this 'light beam'
rut the ground, her memory
of events becomes sketchy,
but she believes that they all
took a fright to this light,
and jumped back into the
car and headed off to her
friend's house. Indeed this
is what did happen (at some
point !). It was at her
friend's house that she
decided to phone Larry
Dean again and inform l1im
about what had happened.
Larry was home and
suggested to Mary that she
should contact Malcolm
Robinson of SPI. He then
gave out the number but
unfortunately when Mary
tried it, she found much to
her disappointment that the
·line
was discontinued
(Malcolm Robinson had
moved house). She again
phoned Larry, who this time
put her in touch with Tony
Dodd of UFO MAGAZINE.

IT CANT BE, CAN IT ?
Travelling out in ti1e
direction of their earlier
sighting, ti1ey did not see ti1e
same object again, but what
they did see was what looked
like stars sparkling in the tught
sky but only much, much
lower. "There were hundreds
of them," she said. She couldn't
for the life of her fathom out
what they were, but they were
beautiful. It was at this point
that tilings started to get 'strange' and ti1e
following information may prove, at least to
the hard-nosed sceptic, difficult to believe.
But tius is what they said happened next.

somehow in charge - this she strongly felt.

THE THIRD SIGHTING.

dramatic turn, for wllllst they were all
captivated by these spirnling lights, Mary
suddenly became aware of 'figures'
silhouetted in these lights, small grey
figures who were running around and
appeared to be very busy picking up what
looked like boxes or cubes, and also
cylinders or canisters. Further back in ti1e
woods, she said that she saw some form of
triangular 'structure' out of wlllch these
small 'beings' were coming and going.
But what really surprised Mary the most
was the sight of a very large 'being' who
was a different colour from the rest. The
'being', she said, was a sort of tan brown.
'He' was standing a short distance away
from the rest of these 'beings,' as if he were

It was at Jane's house that
Mary spoke to Jane's husband
about what had transpired.
Unfortunately he had to go to
work, but offered them the use of his
binoculars.
With these, the intrepid
witnesses decided once more to go out into
ti1e dark tught and see if there was any more
evidence of these strange objects and
'beings'. One would imagine any other
witnesses as being too frightened to again
venture out into the night, but curiosity was
ti1e major factor here, and although slightly
fearful they just had to find out more. Would
tl1ey see anything more, or would the area be
as dark as it usually was on a crisp
September evening ?
Well, tl1ey didn't have to wait long. As
tl1ey travelled in the direction of the earlier
sighting, they again saw many of those
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strange star shapes in the sky.
Also
observed near a transmitter on a hill, was
another immensely bright, white light which
was flashing in a sequence of three! They
continued on with their journey and this
flashing light was lost to view. At titis point
Mary started to become more alanned. She
felt that as these were narrow country roads,
she didn't really want to get trapped here.
The excitement of the initial events was now
changing to fear, but she didn't want to show
this in front of the others.
They stopped the car and proceeded to
look up into the night sky with the borrowed
binoculars. Jane, who was at this point
holding the binoculars, thought she was
looking at a star. Mary replied that "tins was
not a star" and quickly took the binoculars
from her friend and directed them to ti1e
object. Mary stated to SPI that what she had
seen resembled a 'squashed ball', elongated
from top to bottom. It was a hot, fiery orange
colour witll big irregular indentations in it. "
It looked really shinlmery", she said, "as if it
was giving off energy." "l11is thing", she
said, "wasn't on ti1e grmmd, but it was near
the ground ... Near ti1e base ofti1is 'squashed
ball' was something like a wiggly, long, oval
black spot. It was moving slowly and was
tilting on its axis. To ti1e right of ti1at, and
all around, was a small, orangey light, very
round and very small.
l11e scene once more changed, and they
again all witnessed these small 'beings' in
tlle woods, who seemed to be supervised
somehow by this tall brown 'being'. SPI
asked Mary how tall she thought tins 'being,
was, and she replied, "Oh, at least half the
size of the trees" !!
The time of this ti1ird visit was roughly
around !1:30pm, and during all of ti1ese
observations, no noise at all could be heard,
except when Mary directed the binoculars
onto that strange 'squashed ball.'Then she
ti10ught she heard a crackle, sometl1ing like
an electrical crackle. Another unusual
statement that Mary relayed to SPI, was that
after using ti1e binoculars to view these
strange sights, she could see just as well
witllout ti1em. She can't for ti1e life of her
understand how, because she said that these
binoculars were so bad tlmt it was a wonder
at all you could see anytlling out of tl1em.
SPI asked Mary if she saw what could be
termed fmgers on any of ti1ese 'beings', to
which she replied, "No," but went onto say
tllat this large, brown, tanned being had a
very large bulbous head witi1 a very flat
face. When we asked Mary about how these
smaller 'beings' moved in the woods as they
carried ti1ese boxes, she stated timt they
moved just like any nonnal person would
move. "They were bending at the waist."-very naturalally. There was no struggle as

these 'beings' lifted the boxes and
cylinders. They were lifting them quite
easily. The cylinders or canisters, Mary
went on to say, were being carried by these
small 'beings' lengti1wise in their arms. No
markings could be discerned on any of the
boxes or cylinders. Susan and Peter,
daughter and son of both women, also
stated tllat they could see these strange
'beings' in ti1e woods close up, just as well
as if they were almost ti1ere, an effect that
ti1ey should not have experienced at that
distance!

"THEY ARE COMING OUT OF THE
WOODS"!!
However, the most frightening part of
the whole night was to come on this third
visit, for wlnlst t11ey were all again looking
at this strange spectacle in the woods, of
lots and lots of small grey 'beings' busily
running around, Jane screamed out, "Oh
my God, they are coming out of the woods.
There is a mist coming towards us. My
God, there is a cocoon. There are hundreds
of them, and they are in ti1ese things".
Susan also screamed," TI1ey are coming
towards us. They are moving so fast."
Mary was by now becon1ing increasingly
alarmed, and she couldn't understand how
it was so light at ti1e edge of this field. She
could even see ti1e straw bales which she
wouldn't have norn1ally seen, had it been
pitch dark.
The next sensation or
impression that Mary had, was of these
huge straw bales crowding across the road
from them, and she could sense a being at
the passenger side of the car, at the
window. At this point Mary's friend said,
"Let's get the hell out of here," followed by
Susan who shouted, "l11ere is one standing
grinning at me".
Mary then slanlilled ti1e car into first
gear, then second and third and soon
realised that she was doing 55 miles per
hour, at winch point she ti10ught it better
to slow down as she didn't want to end up
losing control of the car. The other
passengers in ti1e car looked back out of
the rear window and claimed that tlle
whole field 'lit up' in an enormous blue
flash. They eventually arrived back at
Jane's house and stayed up most of the
night extremely shocked and amazed.

FURTHER RECOLLECTIONS.
I (Malcolm Robinson) asked Mary
about this mist ti1at was coming towards
her car just before they fled, and she told
me that she herself didn't see this mist, but
her friend described it as looking very
fibrous, like a cocoon, and all these small
'beings' were being carried in it towards
their car, their legs never moving. TI1e
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orange light tllat tlley all saw earlier also
contained 'beings', although Mary claims
fuat surprisingly ·she didn't see fuem, but all
ti1e others did. SPI ascertained tllat they
arrived back at Jane's house roughly around
00:30am . Mary had the distinct impression
tllat she had watched this amazing spectacle
for much longer tllan tlle actual time that
had transpired, indeed on one occasion,
whilst sitting in fue car and watching all
these small 'beings' moving around in fue
woods, she felt the distinct impression fuat
(although she was in a sitting position in fue
driver's seat), she was being pushed back
into a lying position, with someone or
something holding her head. She didn't
mention this sensation to fue otllers, for she
didn't want to alarm tllem.

UNUSUAL MARKINGS FOUND ON
THE WITNESSES' BODIES',
She said that researcher Tony Dodd
from UFO MAGAZINE had suggested that
she look out for unusual marks. That first
day as far as she knew, she had none. It was
a few days after that when she learned about
her friend's daughter, Susan. She had found
a strange mark on her shoulder, "as if fue
blood had been sucked up through fue skin".
This mark resembled two small vertical
bars, side by side, separated only by a small
space.
Jane, Mary's friend, ended up
irtitially with two marks on her body, one
was on her right buttock, like a very pale
brown birtll mark, and the other one was
found underneath her right breast on her
ribs.
Mary informed SPI, tllat although she
hadn't noticed any marks on her body, she
was getting extreme discomfort from
underneath her arm, at fue top where it joins
the body (right shoulder). There was no
visible mark, but it was very painful to
touch. Her son Peter had no marks at all. A
few days later, Jane found another mark
which appeared on her right shoulder. Tins
consisted of a brown discoloration, blotchy
and irregular around fue edges. Susan,
Jane's daughter, then found another mark,
this time on her right shoulder. It was about
4 inches long and appeared roughly around
a week after tlle main sighting. The week
after the event (Monday the 30th), Jane
found on the top of her right tlligh, an
inlmense bruise, a very colourful bruise.
SPI asked Mary if she or tlle otllers had
experienced any headaches or strange tastes
in their mouths after the incident. She
replied that they had not, but individually
tlley were all very stressed -out by tlle whole
incident.

THE INCIDENT IN THE
BATHROOM.

On Sunday the 20th of October (a month
after the sighting), one of Mary's friends,
along with her son, came to visit. She was
leaving her son with Mary as she was going
away on a weekend visit. Soon her son and
young Peter were playing happily in his
bedroom. However, things were soon to
change, for a short while later as Peter
looked out of his bedroom window, he was
surprised to see a small 'white being' with
lots of teeth, looking straight at him. This
'being' was free floating and was not
standing on top of the kitchen roof. He was
too small for this. After a few moments, the
'being' just sin1ply floated straight upwards
with ease and was gone in seconds.
According to Peter, his friend also saw this
strange 'being'. Later on that same night,
Mary was on the phone to Garry Wood, a
researcher and himself UFO experiencer.
Just prior to the phone call, Mary had run a
bath for her son. Mary was explaining to
Garry about some recent strange events
when all of a sudden she heard her son
screaming at the top of his voice, "Mununy,
Mummy! Come quick, please come quick."
Mary i1mnediately threw the phone down in
mid-conversation and dashed up the stairs
three at a time.

At this point during our interview witl1
Mary, Billy Devlin turned his attention
back to her son Peter and proceeded to ask
questions about Peter and his school. The
following information is taken straight
from our audio- taped interview.

She entered the bathroom and fo1md her
son in some distress. After calming him
down, he explained that as he had entered
the bathroom, he saw a small white 'being'
standing next to the wash hand basin and
bath. This 'being' also had a row of teeth,
was small and thin and looked very pale.
After Peter had screamed, this 'being' just
simply vanished !! Mary had to eventually
sit outside the bathroom door to let her son
have his bath. Indeed, he was still so
frightened, that she had to sleep beside her
son with the bedroom light left on the whole
night.

Billy Devlin asked, "Has anything
happened to you at your school?" Peter
replied, "There was a green one, a brown
one, and a huge wlute one at school in the
classroom. 1l1ese ones did not have any
teeth. The grey one was holding the top of
my pencil, showing me what number to
write" . Billy then asked, "Did you say
anything to your pals?" To which Peter
replied, "No". Malcolm then asked,
Peter again
"Were you frightened?"
replied, "No". Malcolm tl1en asked, "Did
he speak to you or try to tell you
something?" "No," was Peter's reply.

SPI QUESTIONS YOUNG PETER.

Billy queried, "Why were you not
frightened of that one?" Whereupon Peter
quickly said, "Because he was helping
me." (Peter's tone of voice was as if we
should have known tlus !) Billy tl1en said,
"But surely he didn't appear just holding
your pencil?", to which Peter replied, "He
can1e in the same time as me" . Garry
Wood then said, "Do you think he knew
you ? Peter answered, "Don't know, he
nlight have known me."

Obviously, when one is dealing with
young children in cases such as tlus, one
must be very careful. Questions have to be
asked gingerly and in a manner understood
by the child. I, witl1 the blessing of his
mother, then proceeded at this point in our
investigation to ask ymmg Peter some
questions in regard to these 'beings' tl1at he
said he saw. I first of all asked Peter if this
frrst wlute 'being' that he saw outside his
bedroom window whilst he was playing with
his friend, could be seen by them both. He
replied, "Yes". I then asked Peter what
exactly did this 'being' look like ? Peter
replied that he was small, he had an eggshaped head, with lots of sharp teeth in his
mouth. He had oval- shaped eyes and was
very white looking. One tiling I found most
peculiar in Peter's testimony (apart from the
row of jagged teeth) was when Peter

referred to seeing an unusual 'flap of skin'
which he saw on this 'being' between tl1e
elbow and forearm. This 'being' was also
muscular, according to Peter, and there
was no sign of any facial or body hair.
GREY 'BEING' AT SCHOOL

Dealing in cases such as this, one
sometimes stumbles across pieces of
information which can be incredible and
hard to believe, but because information
can sound fantastic, does tlus mean that
there is no truth in it ? Well, what you are
now about to read, truly does sound
fantastic and one can be forgiven for
tllinking that it is all a load of nonsense
dreamed up in a young child's mind.
However, it would be wrong of me to keep
this information out of this case just
because it sounds ridiculous, so here it is,
for what it is worth.

Billy tl1en asked,"Was he with you
before you went to school?", to which
Peter answered, "He was in my room
before I woke up, standing near the bed".
Billy went on, "So you got up, got dressed,
went downstairs. Did he follow you
downstairs?" Peter nodded Ius head in a
yes motion. Billy went on, "Was he there
when you were eating your breakfast?"
Peter replied, "Yes, he was still standing"

Garry Wood at this point spoke up and
asked, "Did you not go and tell your Mum?",
to which he replied, "No, she's pretty scared
of these things" . Malcolm then asked,
"Peter, how tall or short was he?" Peter
answered, "He was about the same size as
me".
Billy Devlin then came in and said, "So
he followed you all through that day and
helped you with your homework. Where did
he go after that?" Peter then said, "He went
through the wall". Billy asked, "Did he not
say cheerio or anything before he went?"
Peter replied, "No, he just turned round and
walked through the wall"
SPI also learned at this point during our
discussion with Peter, that this strange
'creature' also shared his taxi on the way to
school ! 'He' also shared it on the way back!
I asked Peter if, by the help of his unseen
friend, he had got his sums or school project
correct, to wluch he replied that as yet he
didn't know. I also asked Peter if he felt that
his 'unseen friend' was helpful in any way. A
resounding "yes" was Peter's reply. SPI
learned that this 'creature' had also assisted
Peter with another classroom project that
day, a project which concerned tissue paper
(yellow and orange) to represent flames.
The project was concerning the Great Fire of
London. Apparently this 'creature' had
shown Peter how to cut out his tissue
shapes.
It was apparent to me, that due to Peter's
close proximity to his 'unseen friend,' he
surely must have been able to observe many
features of this small creature, and so I
endeavoured to ask him about how many
fmgers this 'creature' had. Peter replied that
he had three on each hand. I then asked if
they were long and thin, fat or short, to
which he said that they were long and thin
and did not have any nails. I tl1en asked
Peter if he noticed any lines on 'his' hand,
perhaps near the knuckles. Peter nodded
yes. I then asked, "Did you notice any veins
in his hand?", to which Peter murmured,
"No". Garry Wood then asked, "Was 'his'
hand warm or cold?", to which Peter
replied, "Cold". Malcolm then asked, "Did
tlus small 'creature' have the fold of skin that
you observed with another small 'creature' ?"
Peter replied, "No". Billy Devlin then
asked, "Was 'he' there when you woke up the
next day?" Peter replied in the affrrmative.

ALIENS AT THE WINDOW.
If the reader finds the above hard to
believe, then some might fmd the following
even harder to swallow. But like I
mentioned earlier, SPI must present all the
facts, no matter how bizarre they may seem.
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It would be wrong to leave certain parts out
of a case report purely because some might
fmd them nonsensical. I would also like to
point out before I continue, that we must
remember that the paranormal is full of
reports of young children witnessing all
kinds of unusual phenomena. Some have
had what is termed as imaginary playmates,
but as children grow older, they seem to lose
tltis psychic faculty. Was tltis the case witl1
young Peter? At tltis point in our interview
there was a lull in the conversation. Titis
was broken by yotmg Peter who then said,
"Why don't you ask them what you want.
There are three of tl1em standing over
there". (Peter was pointing towards the
living room window). Both Billy Devlin
and I, as well as Garry Wood, inunediately
turned our heads in the direction in which
Peter was pointing. Whilst doing so, we also
grabbed our cameras. Sadly, although we
were all looking intently, we didn't see a
thing. Nonetheless, both Billy and I took
many photographs of this area. I asked Peter
what they were doing, what they were
saying, to which he replied, "They are just
looking. I think they have been with me all
my life. rve seen shimmering all my life" .
Billy then asked, "How do you know they
are aliens?", to which Peter replied,
"Because tl1ey look like them" , at which
Billy continued, "Like aliens in the
magazines and books?" "Yes," replied
Peter. At tltis point I asked Peter to point
again to where tl1ese three 'aliens' were
standing. When he did so, both Billy and I
moved right into where they were located,
again taking further photographs. Peter said
that he sometimes felt cold as he 'walked
tlrrough them.' However, I never felt
anything as I moved my body in and arotmd
where Peter said tlmt these three 'aliens'
were standing. Billy had taken several
Polaroid photographs of this spot, but no thin
unusual had come up on them. I asked Peter
what was happetting now, now tlmt we were
more or less standing in amongst them, and
he mentioned that he could see a series of
white zigzag lines in tl1e area where these
'aliens' were standing (again unseen by the
rest of us). Malcolm tl1en asked Peter iftl1ey
could move anything in the room. Could
they move Billy's pen for instance? Peter
replied "I don't know. You might want to ask
them yourself' ! I laughed, but then said, "If
there is anybody here with us, could they
please move tltis pen (referring to Billy's pen
in front of me). I then jokingly said, "I'll be
the first out of tltis room if the pen moves."
The pen didn't move.

At tltis point in tl1e proceedings, I was
intently looking at Mary to see if she was
perhaps in embarrassment at her son saying
that he could see tlrree 'aliens' in her living
room. However her face was impassive.
Indeed I asked her if she could see anything

in front of the living room window. She
replied that all she could see was a
sltimmering effect. She knew that if she
concentrated hard enough, these 'creatures'
would come through, but she didn't want
tltis. She has also seen tltis shimmering
effect on a number of other occasions since
the stated event. She likens it to a heat
haze, that shimmering effect that you see
above a road on a hot srnmy day. SPI also
learned that the night Mary had stayed
with her friend, (the 1tight of the incident),
Mary kept sitting up in bed and throwing
off the top quilt from the bed. Titis went
on for around twenty minutes to half an
hour. Mary then explained to SPI that the
muscle on her right arm was very painful,
and was very swollen some days after tl1e
incident.
STRANGE DREAMS.

Malcohn then asked Mary if she had
had any strange dreams after the incident,
to which she replied tl1at there had been
one or two, some with sexual overtones.
She remembers walking through various
corridors, whereupon she saw a black
door. She was being accompanied by a
'male' person. There was a short corridor
and a marble sort of floor, and there were
black doors and silvery walls. She got to
the end and saw a ladder which she
proceeded to climb. This led her out
tlrrough a hatch, where she saw an outdoor
scene, wltich she describes as a grassy hill
or bank. A 'saucer' was sitting on tl1e grass,
which was odd, she thought. Then she had
the impression of a 'male' person doing
something to her neck. This male person
explained that she might experience a very
strange sensation. Mary further explained
to SPI that she has had strange dreams like
tltis all her life! Mary also said, that a few
days after her UFO sighting, she dreamt
that she was on-board a 'craft'. She was
unsure if it was a 'real dream' or bitsand
pieces of fragmented memory of a real
event. She drean1t that she was in a room,
a wltite room, and tl1ere were about half a
dozen of these little grey ones in there.
She thought she saw a black cupboard and
bench in there. The roof appeared a
darker grey, and it got lighter on the walls.
She also saw a large chair, like an office
chair without the arms, and there was a
brown 'creature' sitting in it. Titis brown
'creature' turned to face Mary, and all the
little ones were in front of her. She then
said that she went over to the brown one
and started feeling his arms. Mary's friend
Jane said that she could also recall being
in tltis 'craft', so Mary explained to SPI that
she had spoken about her dream to her
friend and asked her if the 'creature's' arm
felt rough and warn1, to wltich her friend
said, "You were definitely in the 'craft"'.
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Mary said that tltis 'creature's' arm felt very
textured, and looked very leathery.
ANOTHER TRIANGLE SIGHTING.

Mary also informed SPI that she again
saw the 'black triangle' a week before our
interview. She was going to visit a friend
(Sharon Coul). The object was hovering
above a field near Kennoway. She was at a
higher vantage point so therefore this
triangle was actually below her. She said
that it displayed two big white front lights
and also a red flashing light. It was only
when she continued driving into town, that
she began to lose sight of the object,
although for a short time she said that she
could see it between some buildings.
Mary also explained to SPI that she felt
very nervous staying alone in the house. She
is aware of things around her, especially tltis
"shimmering", but she deliberately ignores
it. On one occasion though, she decided to
let tltis "shimmering effect" develop, and
she said that she saw one of these 'faces'
(typical grey alien face) come straight
towards her, at which point she blanked it
out. She also informed SPI that she
sometimes sees something out of the comer
of her eye, but when looking straight at it, it
disappears.
Mary went on to inform SPI that in her
house, she believes she has a ghost of a dog
which sometimes runs by her (the family
don't own a dog). A few weeks prior to our
visit tl1e family heard the sounds oftltis dog.
The family cat shot straight out of the
kitchen with eyes as wide as saucers and its
tail all bristling out. Both Mary and her
husband went into the kitchen, where they
were both amazed to hear the sound of
'something' lapping out of the eat's water
dish! Notlting could be seen.
CATS AND AUENS !!

SPI asked Peter if the cats reacted to tltis
ghostly dog and also these 'creatures'. Did
they hiss, for instance? Peter replied that
one of their two cats did indeed hiss at them,
whilst the other cat was quite content when
being stroked by one of these small
'creatures' !! Mary then explained that
Domino, one oftl1eir cats, a little white one,
sometimes went on the defensive on the
occasions tl1at she had seen this
"shimmering" effect. Domino would react
by hissing and spitting at tltis "shimmering"
. One question that Malcolm posed to Mary
was a question about balls of light in her
bedroom, which are sometimes seen by
witnesses either prior to, or after, a UFO
event. Had she seen any of these, I asked ?
She replied that she had not.

After talking with Mary about these
balls of light which she said that she hadn't
experienced, she did recow1t the time when
strange blue lights swooped into her
bedroom. She initially thought that it must
be emergency vehicles outside, like an
ambulance or police car, but on looking out
the window, no emergency vehicles were to
be seen. These blue beams, Mary said, were
coming into her bedroom from above and
not from below (Mary's bedroom was on the
second floor). Malcolm Robinson asked,
"How thick were these blue beams that shot
into your bedroom. Were they as thick as
your arm" ? "Oh yes," she replied. "These
blue beams were straight and did not bend
as they can1e into the room" .
Mary
remembers feeling very uneasy about these
blue beams and did what she felt was the
correct action, she dived under the covers!
This all happened when Mary stayed in a
house in the village of Cupar in Fife back in

1986.
On another occasion when she stayed in
Cupar, she had another w1pleasant
experience. One day as she went out to
collect her washing, she felt a strange
presence. She described it as 'horrendous', as
if it was crushing her. She has never felt
anything so malevolent in her life. By the
tin1e she had collected her washing and
moved back indoors, she was so frightened
that she dropped to her knees with the tears
just streanling down her face . It took her all
her time to lock the door. Her neighbours
later told her that there was a strange
presence, 'out the back'. There was nothing
tangible that Mary could see, but she related
that it was the sheer malevolence of this
episode that completely terrified her. It was
a feeling of complete and utter hatred.

friend Jane, who was with her on the night
in question. "How was she taking it?"
Mary responded by saying that Jane was
taking it better than she, that she had seen
an awful lot more. Garry went on, "When
you were looking at the UFO on the 23rd,
did you feel that you were getting any
communication from it?". Mary replied
that she never got anything, she was just
completely stunned.
At this point in the proceedings, I,
Malcolm Robinson asked Mary, "Do you
think that what you saw is the true image
of these beings, or do you think that it is
something else?". She replied that she
didn't know. She felt that they were
collecting things, taking samples . She
then went on to say that at one of the sites
where they saw these 'beings' (when they
went back at a later date) there was a huge
rock, like something that had come out of
a stone building house. TI1is had been
moved from one area to another, very
cleanly. And it was near tius that Mary
said that they had found an 'igloo thing' !

THE IGLOO.
Mary said ti1at when she went back to
tius area, not only did she see this large
rock, but she found an 'igloo thing', wluch
was about three feet in height and was
about the same diameter.
It was
beautifully constructed. Malcolm asked
her if perhaps this might have been built
by kids. She replied ti1at it was really
complex, really perfect. It was made out
of weeds and grasses and things, but she
couldn't recall seeing any twigs. This left
her totally "gobsmacked".

STRANGE SMEU.
Mary then explained to SPI that she has
noticed that her son Peter has become more
psychically aware over the past few months.
And she remembers her son telling her that
he had seen a ghost when he was younger, a
white lady, seen in a cupboard in his room.
He had been playing on his bedroom floor,
said Mary, when all of a sudden a mist
drifted out from beneath this cupboard then
developed into the fonn of a 'white lady.'
Mary also told the story that when Peter was
younger, he had said to her that he could see
a 'little man' in his room. Mary had heard
the sound of 'someone' or 'something'
walking up the stairs, but upon looking,
nothing could be seen. On one occasion she
had a cousin stay over, who, during the
night, became very scared as he heard
'someone' moving about.

MORE QUESTIONS, MORE
ANSWERS.
Garry Wood asked Mary about her

Mary then informed SPI about a
strange smell that pervaded the fanuly
home some days after her UFO encounter.
It was a horrible, buming, acrid smell
which was all over the house. They
couldn't account for it. It smelt like bumt
paper she said. MONDAY 30ti1
SEPTEMBER 1996.
Mary related to SPI about a strange
event that had occurred on Monday the
30th of September (about a week after ti1e
initial big sighting). She said that she was
driving up to her home when she observed
what she tenned as "a star" which came
shooting over from ti1e right and curved
round, almost as though it was keeping
parallel witi1 her. She said that she then
lost sight of it in the trees. She quickly
went indoors and went upstairs and looked
out of a window. She then caught sight of
it again as it rose above tree level, and it
just sat there twinkling. After a few

minutes, a little red light flew across and
kept a certain distance from it, then the two
of them moved together in tandem. She
then lost sight of the red one, but continued
to see the white one twinkling away, and
then it started flashing in sequences of three
(her son Peter was also witness to this). It
was at this point that she started to see
something 'flash' above her head. She looked
up, and at the top of her bedroom window,
she sawwhat she described as a "thing"
come, oh so slowly, over the top of her
house. To start off with, she said that it had
two white lights ti1at were flashing on and
off at the same time, and the object just kept
conung and coming. It was shaped like a
cone, and it had a big white light in the
centre, a small red light elsewhere, and
another wlute light and possibly a further
white light near the end of this cone,
although she is not really sure about this. To
the underside of this object, she described
something like lumps or shapes which were
attached. It reminded her of those small
structures that she had seen on some of the"
Star Wars" craft in the film of the same
name. This was an amazing spectacle in a
dark starry sky. The object kept coming
slowly over the roof of her house and she
noticed a further two more white lights. The
whole thing was now shaped like a big
rectangle. The four white lights on the
comers were all flashing on and off at the
same time. Eventually the object cleared
her roof and headed off in the direction of
where she had earlier seen that small red
light, and then out in the direction of the
North Sea. Mary went on to say that later
that evening other aircraft showed up in the
vicinity, but these, she said, were all normal
aircraft. But it was the feeling of peace that
she got whilst looking at this strange 'craft'
that she has never been able to describe.
She said she felt wonderfully happy, very
calm and ecstatic. It was a tremendous
feeling to see this object, a feeling which,
she states, words cannot describe.
This feeling of peace stayed with Mary
for quite a number of days. The Thursday of
that same week, she and her husband saw
another shape rise up from bellind the trees.
It started off with a blue glow, and then it
started moving about erratically. Mary
stated that this was the first time that she
had seen any strange object move
erratically. Nonnally they moved so
gracefully.

AIRCRAFT AND HEUCOPTERS.
Malcolm Robinson then asked Mary if
she had heard any aircraft in the area over
the past few weeks she replied, "Stacks of
them." She went on to say that both she and
her friend had never known so many nightflying aircraft prior to when they had their
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sighting.
Mary also explained that a
neighbour down the road had told her that
she had heard the constant noise of aircraft
for days. Mary then related the time when
she saw a helicopter in the area, not long
after her UFO sighting. She said it was
during the night, and it was flying nose
down without any lights. She didn't see any
markings or insignia on it and speculates
that it might have been using night-vision,
as it circled over the valley. MARY AND
HER EARLY YEARS. Mary related to SPI
that when she was growing up she had many
nightmares, especially in her Mum and
Dad's house in Auchtermuchty. Then she
moved to a cottage in Monefeith (near
Dundee) where she had the most horrendous
nightmares.
Indeed, these nightmares
became so bad, that her Mum had to wake
her up as she was almost clawing her way
through the bedroom walls. Growing up,
Mary showed an interest in psychic and
spiritual matters. She has read Whitley
Streiber's two books, Communion and
Transformation. Three years ago (1994) she
started a subscription to Flying Saucer
Review. She also likes the Fortean Times
Magazine (a journal of strange phenomena).
She was quick to point out however, that
reading all these magazines and books had
nothing at all to do with her own and her
friend's UFO sighting. "This really did
happen," she said." I an1 not making it up" ..
Mary went on to discuss her friend
Sharon Coul. "Sharon," Mary said, "is a
good friend to talk to". She went on to say
that she had stayed with Sharon one
particular night, and that night they could
both feel these 'presence' s', so much so, she
said, that if one comes close to you, you feel
yourself going really icy cold, even if you are
sitting next to a radiator. She also related
that on one occasion, the hairs on the backs
of their hands would stick up. "It was like
static electricity," she said. Sharon's dog
was also a bit upset by the 'presence' s' in the
room. The following morning as both she
and Sharon were having a cup of tea, the
electricity went ofT, the main switch had
been switched ofT.
They were both
perplexed as to how this could have
happened.

OTHER POINTS THAT CAME OUT
OF SPI'S INVESTIGATION.
l. Mary refused SPI's help of
hypnotherapy in an effort to see if there was
any more hidden subconscious information.
We did inform her about the pitfalls of
hypnosis and said to her that it wasn't the
best of tools. However, we did say the fmal
decision on whether to use it or not would
be hers. Mary felt that she didn't want to
explore tllis avenue. However, she did
accept counselling, and SPI put her in touch

with an expert and qualified counsellor.
(Not Quest International, I hasten to add.
UFO MAGAZINE said it was they who
had got the witness a counsellor. Not so. It
was SPI).
2. Sadly Mary refused to let SPI have
access to any of her son's drawings. He had
drawn a lot on our visit, of the craft that he
saw, and also the 'beings' that he saw.
None oftllis was given over to SPI.

3. UFO sighting account forms were
left for the witness and her son. She
pronlised to complete these and return
them, but we never received these forms
back.

4. Essentially SPI have no written
confirmation or drawings by any of the
witnesses. Thankfully we do have an audio
recording of our visit that night.

5. Mary explained to SPI that when
she was sitting in the car looking at all
these small 'beings' in the woods, she
experienced tl1e sensation that sometlling
was standing outside, near the car. She
then experienced tl1e feeling of someone
holding or forcing her head back and felt
as if she was lying on her side, but she told
SPI that she was in a sitting position in the
car. She describes this episode as "really
bizarre" .
6. The witnesses now feel that they
have told their story, and they no longer
wish to discuss it anymore. They now want
peace and quiet. This is a great pity, but a
decision we must respect. There are
indeed a number of unanswered questions,
points we would like cleared up, but due
to the witnesses refusing any further cooperation, we sadly cannot answer those
points.
7. Mary has left her Fife home, and
now lives with her husband and family in
Wales. This move of house was plarmed
prior to these UFO events and not because
of them.

HOW SPI LEARNED ABOUT THIS
CASE.
We learned about tllis case from Garry
Wood, a UFO abductee from Edinburgh
who has assisted SPI a great deal with
cases over tl1e years. Garry's own case is
incredible in itself, and we thank him for
letting us know about tllis one.
Garry informed Malcolm Robinson of
some of the information that he had
obtained through a lady called Sharon
Coul who lived in the Fife area. Sharon
was a friend of one of the witnesses to this
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case and had spoken to Garry about it.
Garry had also informed me that QUEST
INTERNATIONAL were now on the case,
and that Tony Dodd was the main
investigator dealing with it. I quickly
phoned Tony Dodd and asked him if he
could tell me anything about the case.
Indeed I wanted to know as much as
possible. Unfortunately, Tony refused to
tell me anything about it, due, he said, to
witness confidentiality, which I must admit,
I had no qualms about. This I respect.
h1deed, we at SPI would also follow the
same guidelines should a similar case come
about (if the witness requested it !). I
thanked Tony for llis help and asked him to
let me know as much as possible about tllis
case on completion of his study.
Tony had informed me that he had put a
Scottish member and investigator of QUEST
onto this case, one Brian Rooney. My next
call was to Sharon Coul herself, Garry's
informant. Sharon was very helpful, but
could not put me in direct contact with her
friend who had experienced tllis strange
event as she was still very traumatised .
However, she did say that she would
telephone her friend, tell her all about me,
and see if she would perhaps call me direct.
I thanked her for tllis and put down the
phone. A very short while later I received a
phone call from one Mary Morrison
(pseudonym), Sharon's friend and UFO
witness. She was on the phone to me for a
very long time indeed, explaining all about
what had happened. As she continued
recounting her experiences to me, with
every sentence it was becoming apparent
that tllis case was not only very big, but
could possibly be the biggest case of its kind
ever to have occurred in Scotland, perhaps
even surpassing the Garry Wood A70 case.
Mary told me about marks on the ground,
small grey 'aliens', cocoons, 'creatures' in her
home, and a whole host of strange and
puzzling events. By the time she had
fmished talking with me, it would be fair to
say that I myself was more than a little
shocked. I was honestly stunned by tllis
startling information. I pronlised Mary that
SPI would help her as much as we could,
and would ensure a proper and thorough
investigation. Her reply was that she would
be happy to continue talking with SPI, but
more than anything, she desired counselling.
She just had to talk to someone, a
professional person with a medical
background, about what she had seen, and
indeed was still seeing(!). I pronlised Mary
that I would fmd her someone to go to, and,
true to my word, I put her in touch with a
professional counsellor (name on SPI's
files). STEPS TAKEN BY SPI TO OBTAIN
MORE INFORMATION TO HELP WITH
THIS CASE. I again contacted Tony Dodd
and informed him that I now had the

own specified date. David Colman of
telephone number of Mary Morrison, one of
Lothian Borders Research inforn1ed SPI
the witnesses. He was most surprised at this
as he was sure that she wouldn't talk to
tlmt he was aware of two cases near the
date. This infonnation is currently being
anyone else, but I explained that she really
looked into by SPI.
needed help and was prepared to talk to
anyone who could offer this. I then asked
INVESTIGATION OF THE AREA.
Tony to assist SPI, by giving us all the
information he currently had, including any
Due to work comntitments by not only
photographs or drawings. He replied that he
myself, but Billy Devlin and lain Connon,
couldn't do so at the moment as all this
we were unable to quickly go to the
material was required to assist in the writing
specified areas where the events took
up of a case report on tltis event for UFO
place. However, Garry Wood has visited
MAGAZINE. The published report about
these areas on several occasions and a full
this incident has since come out, but as yet
SPI has not received any information which _ and comprehensive account of his visits
will be given at a later date. SPI fmally
could assist us in compiling our own report,
paid a visit to the three specified areas in
and also in continuing our own
January 1997. Malcolm Robinson, Billy
investigations.
Devlin, Stephen Black, and channeller
Graham Wylie went over the areas in
I then telephoned a local police station
question, but no physical ground traces
in the area and requested information about
any members of the public that might have
were fow1d or noticed. However we did
phoned their station on the night of tl1e
find a wlnte fibrous substance at various
incident, perhaps relating their own
areas winch we now conclude to be a
sighting. After checking his records, he
normal product of the area, though we
inforn1ed me that no members of the public
await the tests done by Quest International
to confirm this. Channeller Graham Wylie
had phoned their station, and he was not
felt (as we all did) a negative feeling at
aware of any such reports over the past
one location. Later, Graham performed a
several months. I left hirn with my name
"cleansing ceremony" at one site and he
and address to contact me should he become
now feels that these 'beings' won't be back
aware of any such UFO witnesses. I then
!! SPI aim to return to these locations on
wrote a letter detailing my request to the
further dates to go over the ground at great
main police office in nearby Glemothes. In
their reply (see appendix), they stated that
length, or to ensure that we haven't nnssed
anything.
they were not aware of any UFO incidents in
the area.
CONCLUDING REMARKS BY
MALCOLM ROBINSON.
Letters were a so sent to the vanous
airports in Scotland asking them if they had
Witl1out a shadow of a doubt, this case
any air-traffic in the area on the night in
question. Calls received from these airports
is truly puzzling, and has all the elements
stated that they had no air-traffic in my
of what must be the biggest UFO event
specified area. I await written confirn1ation
ever to have occurred in Scotland (perhaps
from the airports to this effect.
even surpassing the A 70 UFO abduction
case winch occurred to Garry Wood and
A letter to the British Ministry of
lns friend Colin Wright) Sadly in the Fife
case, the witnesses have refrained from
Defence was also sent at the time of this
giving any more interviews to UFO
report, but no reply has been received.
investigators, winch is a great shame, but
Other lines of enquiry are being looked into,
something tl1at we must respect. This does
and reports of such enquiries can be found
in our appendix section.
not mean to say that tile case is false or did
not happen. The witnesses have told fueir
LETTERS TO OTHER SCOTS
story and would now rather forget it. rm
UFOLOGISTS.
sure the sceptics will love tins ! !!
Because this was proving to be such a
big case, I took the step of contacting four
other Scots Ufologists in order to ask them if
their own group had any reports concerning
UFO activity in or around the date in
question.
Those Ufologists were Ron
Halliday of the Scottish Earth Mystery
Research group. Ron had no cases near our
date. George Niedzwiedz ofEyemouth near
Berwick also said that he had none. John
Jenkins of Pennicuick, West Lothian
subntitted a case, but tins was not near our

Linda Moulton Howe, the cattle
mutilation and abduction expert, phoned
Malcolm Robinson from America and was
speaking about this case with him for just
under two hours. She gave SPI a few tips
about how to go about dealing with a case
as big as this, for which SPI tl1anked her.
Malcolm did an interview with the Herald,
one of Scotland's major newspapers. Upon
publication, many other newspapers
phoned Malcolm and asked him to do an
interview. The Fife Free Press, one of

several papers in the Fife area, did an
extremely large piece about this case.
Thankfully, they placed his phone nUlllber
and address in the article. This brought
forward several other witnesses who have
also seen strange triangular craft in the Fife
skies. Sadly, no one phoned who saw
anything on the night in question. One
witness wrote to Mr Robinson and informed
him that she saw two air force jets pursuing
a dull grey disk shaped object in the sky !!
Investigations are still ongoing into this
most impressive case, and we feel that this
cae should be brought to your attention.
UFOlogy is for the people, and people
should become aware of what's going on,
and in this regard, we subntit this case for
your attention. We hope you fmd it of
interest.

Malcolm Robinson, Alloa, Central
Scotland, February 1997. (c) Strwage
Plaenomena Investigati01as.
Strwage
P/aenomena Investigations Researc/aer
Malcobta Robinson 29 Kent Road, AUoa
Clackmamaataslaire Scotland FKJO 2JN
Tel: 01259 210714
ADDENDUM. SPI would like to thank
the following people for their welcomed
help in the investigation of this case. Garry
Wood from Edinburgh, Sharron Coul from
Methil (Fife), Graham Wylie and Stephen
Black from Dundee.

RUSSELL HEYMANN
Hypnotherapy

6 School Lane,
Old Bricket Wood, Herts.
AL2 3XU
Telephone/Fax: 01923 674394
Mobile: 0589 709160

Recommen~e~ ~~ Trutllsee~ers Review

The VOICE Files
Ufologist with 30 years experience exposes
lbe UK and world Black Projects in his reports.
1be Voice" as he calls himself oflen his 225 pages
of infonlatioll on his experiences working in
allldergi'OIIIII fdty with Aliens il the UK.
He ellis to n physical scan wbich are
still visllle. The voice has written as a.ry Kilg for this rugazile.

Price =£22.50 for all photocopies plus £3.00p&p.
Write to THE VOICE, 27 THE GREEN,
MELBOURNE, CHELMSFORD, ESSEX, CM12BQ.
TEL 01245 · 602380, 24 Hours.
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"A NIW VIIW Of TH~
ROLLRIGHT RING"
Dennis Wheatley, the President of the Wyvern Dowsing Society,
has published this in-depth dowsing analysis of the Rol/right Ring,
following several years research at the site. The analyses include
some advanced dowsing techniques.
The book explains, in detail, the
elements in the .late Guy Underwood's
discovery of the geodetic system of earth
energies. Dennis inherited Guy's life's
research into the system and the book
reveals many of Guy's superb energy
surveys, Guy discovered that the foundation
plans of the ancient megalithic monuments
were designed to integrate the earths'
natural, whispering energies into the
architecture. This form of esoteric 'geodetic
engineering' was passed down through the
Neolithic Bronze and Iron Ages, to the
Medieval European Masonic Brotherhood
who also hamessed the geodetic energies
into their churches and cathedral plans. This
was the Masons' closely guarded secret, kept
even from the church hierarchy who would
have rounded on them with a vengeance had
they known the Christian churches were
designed to ancient pagan principles.
Examples of the geodetic engineering of a
church and a cathedral are included in the
book. -The book finishes wiU1 a series of
appendices which, in effect, are practical
dowsing exercises including several
different dowsing phenomena.

1. The Rollright central 7-coiled geospiral
marking a "blind spring"
2. The Megalithic transmission bands and
their movements with the lunar cycle
3. Analysing the stones' energetic aerial
cross-talk
4. The circle's cyclotronic aerial spin energy
around the circumference
5. The spin energy exiting through the
eastern exit gate
6. The energetic aerial cross-talk between
the circle's 73 stones and U1e outlying King
Stone and the Whispering Knights dolmen
7. The Rollright stones' ever-changing
polarities and tl1e reasons for this

phenomena
8. Form energy at Rollright; circles create
polarised circles
9. Concentric electromagnetic shells
tlrrown out by standing stones across the
countryside
10. The cardinal rays thrown out by
standing stones to the main compass
points and how the rays show a "swivel
shift" with changing weather
11. The Hartmann and Curry earth grids
12. The Whispering Knight geospiral and
aerial energies
13. The Magic Squares of Antiquity witl1
planetary associations frrst recorded in
ancient China in an emperor's library circa
3000 BC. Of tl1ese the Saturn Square is
tl1e most numerous
The digits, if added horizontally,
vertically or diagonally total to 15. The
Saturn Squares appear in the earth as
dowsable geometries. There are 21 Saturn
Squares in and around the Rollright Ring.
The ganrrna radiation is recorded on
the road running past the Ring. A road
plan is included showing radiation
"hotspots" along the road up to 4 times the
normal background level. Although tl1e
levels were checked with a ganrrna ray
radiation monitor, the levels can be
dowsed.
The book also investigates archaeoastronomical activities, the Dragon
Project's findings, the obsession with
water in the prehistoric religions and
discusses why the Megalithic buildings
progranune came to an abrupt end in
Northern Europe around 1500 BC. In a
final appendix Dennis discusses his
approach to dowsing with instructions for
beginners.
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The book is priced at £5 with £1.50 for
post/packing and is available from:
Carol Bradfield, Director Braden Press,
67 Swindon Road Stratton St Margaret,
Swindon, SN34PU.
A booklet, The Mysteries of Rollright'is
also available from Braden Press, priced at
£2 + £1 post and parking
Dennis is in the process of publishing
through Braden Press other books: 'A New
View of Stonehenge', 'The A4 .Myths and
Mysteries of Stonehenge',' A New View of
Avebury Henge','A New View of Henges,
Hills and Hill Figures'.
All of these works introduce the reader
to a wealth of dowsing experiences covering
over 75 dowsing phenomenon, plus
advanced dowsing techniques, including
"high frequency colour dowsing" which is
not mentioned in any dowsing books, and
the use of the Biometer Scale. In the high
frequency colour dowsing method, an energy
can be identified by three parameters: its
colour on a 13 colour spectrum; its polarity
in terms of "magnetic" or "electric" and its
frequency on an ascending scale to infmity.
By this method spectral profiles can be
drawn of ancient sites and the "Michael"
and "Mary" earth energy currents analysed
into a series of coloured bands at different
frequencies. Michael's most important
central band is white at infmite frequency
and Mary's dominant central colour is blue
at infmite frequency.
In researching the Avebury region with
a German master dowser, a new form of
linear, coloured energies linking the round
barrows was discovered. Radiating from the
Obelisk Stone in fue soufuern circle at
Avebury Henge fuey found radiating linearly
from fue stones' base a score of coloured
lines all at infinite frequency. These
discoveries, and more, are described in fue
books. There are enough dowsing exercises
in fue books to keep a dowser occupied for a
long time in experiencing a wide gamut of
new phenomena.

BUNKER BUSTERS
With Matthew Williams

SO THERE'S NO UNDERGROUND
BUNKER AT CCC, EH?
After being told by one member of
CCC staff that there was no
underground facility at the Corsham
Computer Centre (CCC), we decided to
go and prove that there was. We
attended the CCC with our tape
recorders
and
cameras
and
camcorders at the ready. We were
very quick to take a run down the
entranceway so as not to give time to
the MOD police to stop us. We
attended the bunker head entrance
and were greeted by a security guard
from inside the bunker. He had spotted
us on the entranceway infra-red
security cameras and had quickly run
out to close the gate. We had never
seen any security guards before and
wondered if he has been employed
since our bunker-busting antics, in
order to keep people out of the
perimeter area.

After closing the gate, which
leads to the bunker rampway, the
guard started to walk away. We
asked him on video if he would
confirm there was indeed an
underground bunker at this site. He
was stiff lipped so we took pictures of
him as he left instead. Knowing we
had definitely been observed and had
little time to do our work, we
proceeded to film and photograph as
much as we could before being asked
to leave.
We
walked
along
the
entranceway to the main holding
point and car park. Here there are
"fire cards" which I have been dying
to have a look at for taking time.
Knowing that talking them out might
constitute some sort of offence I
went ahead anyway! I opened up the
sealed red box and took out the
folded plastic cards. I handed them to
Daryl Smith to hold whilst I
photographed them. The information

on these cards clearly shows that
there is an active underground facility
in operation and that these fire
brigade action cards were there to
assist the fire brigade in going
underground to fight a fire. The cards
are shown on this page.
Even though at this super-secret
facility there are no signs saying
Ministry Of Defence or Keep Out, we
suspected that there was some sort
of secret by-law which could get us in
trouble. We were to find out this was
not true and that normal laws apply.
Some of the text on the cards
include the following: PROCEED
UNDERGROUND TO THE SMOKE
LOBBY (NORMALLY THE MAIN
ACCESS SHAFf) - OBTAIN PLANS OF
UNDERGROUND
FROM
POLICE
OFFICE. TEAMS SHOULD WAIT AT
HEAD OF SHAFf 1 .
This obviously implies that the main
methods of entry to this facility are via
vertical shafts and in unusual safety
protocol - the Fire Brigade would be
required to enter the underground
facility via the lift systems! Health &
Safety executive would have a field day!
After viewing the cards and
replacing them we were made aware
of a MOD Police Car travelling down
the roadway towards our position. We
were approached from the vehicle by a
lady police officer who was in touch
with her control via radio. She asked
us what we were doing there and after
getting all of our details proceeded to
ask us to leave. We asked her if we
had done anything wrong by being in
the area and to our surprise she said

Photo: Fire Control laminate cards.
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establishment. When we asked the
police woman why the MOD had opted
for a low key approach to security, she
just commented that this was the way
they decided to do things with this
facility. So it seems like Rudloe Manor
may act as a nice cover for this facility
by drawing some of the attention away
from it. This was probably the idea that
the CCC designers had when they
placed it in a leafy hollow away from
Rudloe Manor. Nice try guys..... So
everyone, you now know where to visit
to get some really good photos of a
working military bunker.
Dont forget that down the road is
the military establishment "Provost &
Security Service· based at Rudloe
Manor site 1 . Below is a map of how to
find the CCC from Rudloe Manor site
2 . Don 't waste your time in getting to
that we hadn't. We asked her to
confirm
if the CCC was
an
underground facility and she would not.
We proceeded to ask her many
questions but she was would not
reveal any secrets about the base. I did
however get an answer to my question
about the fact that there are no signs
to keep people out and "would it be an
offence for somebody to go into the
bunker·. She stated that it would not
be an offence as long as the people left
when they were asked to do so.

CORSHAM COMPVTER CENTRE (ccc)

So there you have it folks, you can
visit the CCC any time you wish and
you cannot get in trouble for it
because it is not marked as a military
the bunker head or you will certainly
get stopped by the MOD Police.
MAP TO FIND CCC at CORSHAM
udloe Manor site 1 and P&S

...

© M.Williams

KEY:
RUD = RUDLOE
CDCN = Command Of The Defence
Communications Network
CCC = Corsham Computer Centre
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By Doctor Colin ·1
Ridyard C.Chem.l
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Background
Few of us could have failed to notice
that 1997 is the Golden Anniversary of
the "flying saucer". On 24 June 1947,
pilot and businessman Kenneth Arnold
sighted nine crescent-shaped craft whilst
flying in the vicinity of Mount Rainier,
USA. He likened the objects' aerial
movement to that of saucers skipping
across water which led to the immortal
coining of the phrase "flying saucers".
A fortnight later, the Roswell Daily
Record carried the incredible front page
headline "RAAF Capture Flying Saucer on
Ranch in Roswell Region"; however, within
twenty four hours, renmants of the "flying
saucer" were displayed at a press conference
and turned out to be nothing more than a
weather balloon. The controversy over tilis
incident continues to rage on and is by no
means resolved'.
What does all ti1is stuff about flying
saucers amount to ? What can it mean ?
What is the Tmti1 ? so wrote Sir Winston
Churchill in July 1952 2 . Today, an accurate
answer to iliose questions would probably
be:-

stationary position to 1400mph on 26
March 1957. The craft was also tracked by
radar4 . This was recorded on a declassified
memo from DDI (Tech) and is held in The
Public Record Office. By its very nature,
tllis was a craft under intelligent controL It
may well have been remotely piloted as
ti1e G-forces would have been quite
prollibitive; however, we should avoid
entering the realms of speculation. It
would be sufficient to say that ilie "foreign
object" was under intelligent control,

Figure 1: Breakdown of UFO Sightings in the two years
ending 31st December 1956
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otherwise it would not be hovering and
flying.

CASE 3: Radar Operators at West
Freugh detected some anomalous radar
returns on April 4til 1~7~ Information
~ referring to this is held 11'"Public Record
"Intelligently controlled unidentified
Office5 and from ilie document I will quote
craft with design and perforn1ance
"It was noted by the radar operators iliat
parameters that far exceed current state of
ilie sizes of ilie echoes were considerably
ilie art aircraft design are on occasion being
larger than would be expected from
witnessed by military/civilian aircrew/
norn1al aircraft. In fact they considered
ti1at the size was nearer a ships echo" and
personneL These unidentified craft are also
on occasion penetrating the UK air defence
"It is concluded that ti1e incident was due
region. The origins and motives bellind ti1e
to ilie presence of five reflecting objects of
presence ofiliese craft remain unknown"
unidentified type and origin". A
meteorological explanation was also
This is not mere speculation but a
considered unlikely. Again I will stress
tlmt iliere must have been some intelligent
statement of fact based on evidence recently
released under the Public Records Acts of
control for tl1e objects to have flown in ilie
1958 and 1967. Some of the best available
controlled manner outlined in the
evidence is outlined in the cases below.
docwnent.
CASE 1: I will start with the case of Fit

Lt J Kilburn and five of his associates who

reported
a silver circular object
(synunetrical shape would indicate
intelligent construction) tl1at descended with
a pendular motion then accelerated away
with, and I quote "incredible speed". The
craft was in fact responding intelligently to
an approaching Gloster Meteor. This
incident occurred on 19ili September 1952
at RAF Topcliffe in Yorks3 .
CASE 2: Personnel at RAF Church
Lawford witnessed a craft accelerate from a

There is also some personal interest in
these flying leviathans in that primary
school children and a teacher witnessed one
at Rhos-y-Bol on Anglesey in 1978 6;
however, a more interesting and close up
sighting of a sinlilar (approx 500 ft long)
craft was witnessed by the crew and
passengers of a Dan Air B. 727 at 41000 ft
on ilie 12 June 1982 7 . This craft displayed
intelligent construction (silver cone and eggshaped globe) and intelligent controL
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CASE 4: A meteorological officer at
RAF Shawbury was concerned when he
witnessed a triangular unidentifiable craft
on the night of March 30 1993 8• The date
itself would suggest some intelligence
involved. Although the details of this
incident have not been made public, some
particulars are attested to in the book "Open
Skies, Closed Minds" written by a former
desk officer at ilie MOD, who had among
other duties, ilie task of investigating UFO
reports. These triangular shaped objects are
witnessed on a regular basis. For example, a
near nliss between a B.737 and a flying
triangle at Manchester Airport on the night
of 6 January 1995 was investigated by the
Civil Aviation Auiliority Joint AIRPROX
(P) Conunittee.
CASE 5: I will finish off with the
famous Rendlesham Forest Incident of 2628 December 1980. Unlike Cases 1-4,

Figure 2: Numbers of UFO Reports made to MOD
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details of this were released in a single
memo under the American Freedom of
Infonnation Act in 1983.
Again, an
intelligently
controlled,
intelligently
structured craft was witnessed by a large
number of trained military personnel and
left significant traces of radioactivity in the
landing area 10 .
In mitigation, I would say that a trained
observer such as a pilot or a weather
observer is not infallible when it comes to
witnessing unidentified craft; however, a
large number of trained observers and their
testimony, especially when backed up by
physical evidence such as radar and
radiation traces cam10t under any
circumstances be dismissed. Reliable data
regarding the number of misidentifications
of unidentified craft is hard to obtain;
however, Figure I shows a Pie Chart
breaking down UK sightings contained in
the two years ending 31st Dec 19564 . The
unexplained category includes three radar
and three visual sightings. Figure 2 shows a
chart representing the number of UK
sightings reported to the MOD from all
sources (civilian and military) since 1959.
Year 1967 is highlighted as this year
saw the first major "wave" of sightings and
thereafter, all UFO records were retained by
the Public Record Office under 30, 50 and
100 year extended disclosure. It is
interesting to note that a request to release
all UFO-related records as a matter of public
interest was made in Parliament last year.
Nicholas Soames turned the request down
on the grounds of disproportionate cost !
Years 1978 and 1981 are highlighted as
these significant blips may well have been
due to the popular films "Close Encotmters
of the T11ird Kind" and "ET".
Politically, the subject of UFOs is a hot
potato and a large number of questions have
been tabled in Parliament in recent years 11 •
Currently, the Cabinet Office has the
responsibility for taking forward the
Government's manifesto pledge to introduce
a Freedom of Infonnation Act (FOIA). T11e
timetable currently envisaged involves the
publication of a White Paper before this
years Summer Recess. This would be
followed by a period of open consultation
leading to a draft Bill for early 1998 and
further consultation. Representations have
been made to the MOD to make UFOs a
special case with the forthcoming FOIA.

Chemistry and the UFO
If the ambitions of the forthcoming
FOIA are fully realised, chemists will
undoubtedly have an important role in the
analysis of UFO incidents. T11e bitter truth
of the subject at tl1e moment is U1at there are

very few scientific precedents on which to
base detailed studies and there is clearly a
lot of potential for further development in
tilis field.

CEl incidents would be to develop and
utilise equipment capable of measuring
microwave and other spectral emissions at
distances up to 10 miles. For example, if
X; unusual gas/es such as deuterium were to be
Classically, UFO related phenomena
detected in emissions of unidentified craft,
fall into four categories, these being Close
discussions as to the nature of propulsion
Encounters of the 1st Kind (CEl), 2nd
could be initiated. Databases based on
Kind (CE2), 3rd Kind (CE3) and 4th Kind
spectral fingerprints could also be
(CE4). These will be described in turn:generated. There would be technical
problems to be surmounted, for example
metallic objects would most likely absorb
fue vast majority of microwaves.
CEl incidents usually refer to
sightings of unidentified craft seen at long
A case in point fuat could have benefited
distances or at great height and probably
from this approach would have been fue
4
account for ti1e vast majority of sightings.
Wash Incidene witnessed for a total of
The most obvious means of detection are
eleven hours by police officers, civilian
physical such as radar and photographic.
aircrew and fue crew of a tanker on the 5fd
Indeed, on a historical note, fue MOD
October last year off the Skegness Coast.
have employed the services of Kodak to
The sighting was also backed up by returns
exanline films and photographs of UFOs
at three RAF radar stations. The MOD's
as well as equipmene 2• Regrettably, even
official conclusion that fue incident was due
the best analytical techniques carmot deter
to a combination of a church steeple called
the detenni.ned hoaxer.
The Boston Stump and the planet Venus
was highly suspect to say the least although
A case in point was ti1at of a fifteen
high buildings can give radar returns.
year old boy who had ti1e MOD baffled by
Nevertheless, trained radar operators would
a photograph of a "squadron of flying
probably be aware of this possibility and it
saucers" allegedly taken on the 28 March
would be a matter of grave concern if fue
1966. Convincing as the photograph was,
crew of a tanker, or any ship for fuat matter,
ti1e young man in question admitted to its
were unable to recognise the planet Venus.
fraudulent nature some years later,
Suggestions to fue MOD that this incident
apparently to ease his conscience. How
highlighted the need for some form of
spectral fingerprinting however, went
many other consciences out there that are
completely unacknowledged.
in need of relief is open to question.
One of the best documented analysis
of a photographed aerial disc was
conducted on a second generation negative
taken on 4til September 1971 over the
region of Arena!, Costa Rica 13 • The
analysis included:Geograpllic Locale-including sun
angles and shadow to confirm times
Digital Enhancement
Development of fllm on various
contrast papers
High Reverse Contrast Imagery to
measure relative densities between
object and background

1.
2.
3.
4.

The photographs of the disc and the
concluding
arguments
were
quite
impressive as were the referees comments
suggesting that the disc may have been
caused by a flaw in the photographic
emulsion. The authors of the article
concluded that an mlidentified, opaque,
aerial object was captured on film at a
maximum distance of 10000 ft. In this
particular case, hoaxing was not an issue
as the photograph was taken by a
government geographical survey team.
Perhaps a better way of
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observing

(ii) CE2

CE2 incidents usually refer to sightings
of unidentified craft interacting with their
environment, usually leaving some form of
"calling card" such as scorch marks or
imprints on the ground. This would allow
for all manner of chemical tests to be
conducted in the vicinity including:( 1. Radiographic Measurements
(2. Surface Water Analysis
-:\< (3. Analysis of Plant Material
(4. Soil Analysis
Undoubtedly, ti1e most famous CE2 case
in ti1e UK occurred at Rendlesham Forest on
the nights of 26-29 December 1980. The
contents of Lt Col Charles Halt's report
(Figure 3) make chilling reading, even
today, sixteen years after the event. Sceptics
of tilis incident still like to imagine patrols
of confused American soldiers wandering
round Rendlesham Forest fuinking a
lighthouse was a UFO.
The depressions in the ground and the
above normal betalgma readings would
appear to dispute this. One small anomaly
from the Halt memo that was not established

was whether or not the elevated beta/ganuna
readings were induced from a stronger
source that had been since removed from the
contaminated area or as a result of
radioactive material spilling from the
unidentified craft.
It is a shame that details of the
Rendlesham Forest Incident did not reach
the public domain tmtil two and a half years
later as detailed site analysis would
undoubtedly have told us a lot about the
incident.

Ten years later, some cursory tests were
done on the soil in the landing area 10 .
Despite being a little too late, the results
nevertheless make interesting reading. In
addition, the analysis could serve as a future
precedent for chemists wishing to
investigate CE2 sites. The control samples
were taken at the landing site and at 50 and
100ft distances from the landing site; the
results are summarised thus:The soil from the affected area had a
lower field moisture content tltan the
control samples.
The affected soil from tlte landing site
was also resistant to rehydration.
Under the microscope, the affected soil
had higher degrees of silicate or glass
globules than controls, indicating that
the sand had been fused to fom1 these
tiny glass beads.
The Landing site soil showed no
microbial growth of any type whereas
the control did.

1.

2.
1.

1.

Had the incident been made public
earlier, a much more detailed evaluation of
the site could have been undertaken. For
example, ion exchange chromatopgraphy
and neutron activation analysis could have
given an indication of N-content between
sample and control, Atomic absorption
spectroscopy
could
have
indicated
differences in trace metals between sample
and control. Given the undeniable fact tltat
intelligently controlled unidentified aerial

craft with capabilities far in excess of
current state of the art technology have on
occasion
penetrated UK
airspace
(according to the Public Record
Documents), clearly, a major opportunity
was lost. This is the bitter, tragic and
inevitable consequence of information
suppression and censorship.
Had scientists been allowed on tlte
contaminated landing site at Rendlesham
Forest, studies could have been carried out
on the plant life. Note from the Halt Memo
in Fig. 3 that the near side of a tree also
showed elevated beta/gamma readings.
There is a very good scientific precedent
which utilises biochemical traumatology
as a tool for identifying actual stresses
15
elicited by unidentified sources and this
too would have served well at
Rendlesham.
Following the testimony of a 1981
UFO landing at Trans-en-Provence in
France, samples of a wild strain of Alfalfa
(Medicago minima) were collected at tlte
epicentre and at various increasing
distances from the trace left on tlte growtd.
The first samples were collected by the
local Gendarmerie four days after the
event and a second batch was collected
tltirty-six days later by a team of
technicians from the French National
Space Research Centre. An additional
batch of similar samples collected two
years after tlte event was then used as an a
posteriori control of the natural variability
of tlte same area. Extensive biochemical
determinations were carried out on the
plant samples and
included (i)
photosynthetic pigments, (ii) free
carbohydrates and (iii) free amino acids.
Statistically, significant results were
observed by plotting concentrations versus
distance from tlte epicentre (Fig 4 ). It also
appeared tltat the unidentified source
elicited biochemical effects as a reciprocal
function of tlte distance from tlte source.
Lack of any visible trauma on the leaves

Fig 4: Concn of carbohydrates -v- distance from epicentre
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such as charring or burning indicated a
possible radiative source. Ultimately, the
study concluded that
(I) Something unusual did happen
( 1) That the influence of the unidentified

source decreased with increasing
distance from the epicentre.
(2) Symptomatic changes in vegetation
could be monitored at CE2 sites and
compared with the effects of known
radiative sources.
CE3 and CE4

Close Encounters of the Third Kind
refer to an actual encounter with the
occupants of a UFO whereas Fourth Kind
Encounters refer to the so-called "Alien
Abductions". These are highly contentious
issues that have been extensively studied by
Prof. John E Mack of Harvard University
and his conclusions that tllis phenomena is a
16
real one are quite incredible . Forensic and
medicinal chemistry can and should have an
important role in this field, although that is
currently not the case.
I am not aware of any medical facilities
in the UK which accept and monitor
abductees. Given that UFOs were (and still
are) quite mistakenly considered highly
dubious, it would be the height of folly to
repeat tlte mistake. At this point, I must also
stress that although intelligently controlled
craft with design and performance
parameters that far exceed cutting edge
technology have been shown to exist, there
is not a jot of evidence to prove that these
are
of
extraterrestrial
ongm.
Notwithstanding that, the technology is
certainly alien in the foreign sense. Stanton
Friedman, a nuclear physicist hit the nail on
the head when he said "Never mind the
flying saucers, what about the occupants !"
Concluding Remarks
Speculation over the last fifty years that
govenunents have been aware of
intelligently controlled aerial craft with
design and performance parameters far in
excess of cutting edge technology has been
confirmed with the release of a large
number of documents from such bodies as
the Public Record Office. Undoubtedly,
there are more documents in the pipeline.
Although speculation as to the origins
and intentions behind this phenomena is
premature, it is clearly the case that the
general exclusion of mainstream science
from this subject area has led to a woeful
lack of scientific understanding and
development which has not necessarily been
in the best interests of mankind. I would
urge fellow chemists to lobby their MPs
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with a view to making the subject of
unidentified flying objects a special case
with the forthcoming FOIA and that all
documentation held under 30, 50 and 100
year extended disclosure be released as a
matter of the utmost urgency.
The following UFO-related documents
may be viewed at or ordered from The
Public Record Office, Ruskin Avenue, Kew,
Richmond, Surrey, TW9 4DU (Tel. 0181
876 3444) :-

AIR 16/1199 AIR 2017390
AIR 20/9320 AIR 20/9321
AIR 20/9322 AIR 20/9994
PREM 11/855 AIR 2/16918
AIR2/17318 AIR2/17526
AIR 2/17527 AIR 2/17982
AIR 2/17983

Available from Public Record Office, Kew
3. AIR 16/1199, Fit Lt J Kilburn's Memo
to Coastal Command Det., RAF.
Available from Public Record Office, Kew
4. AIR 20/9320, Document DDI (Tech)/
S290/3A. Available from Public Record
Office, Kew
5. AIR 20/9321, Document DDI (Tech)/
C290/3. Available from Public Record
Office, Kew
6. Holyhead & Anglesey Mail, September
9, 1978
7. Civil Aviation Authority Mandatory
Occurrence Report No 8201614C
8. Open Skies, Closed Minds by Nick
Pope (Pub. Simon & Schuster, 1996)
9. Joint AIRPROX (P) Committee Report
No 2/95 (Civil Aviation Authority
10. Left at East Gate by Larry Warren and

Peter Robbins (Pub. Michael O'Mara
Books Ltd, 1997)
11. Parliamentary Debates (Hansard),
Written Answers, Cols 628-629, 18 Dec
1996, Cols 1091-1094, 17 October 1996,
Cols 423-424,24 July 1996, Co1 131, 13
Jan 1990, Cols 132-133, 13 March 1984,
Col62, 24 Oct 1983.
12. AIR 2/1 7527, MOD response to Lt Col J
F Spaulding, 24 June 1965. Available from
Public Record Office, Kew.
13. R F Haines and J F Vallee, J Sci
Exploration, 3, (2), 1989, pp113-131
14. J King and J Miles-Booy, UFO Reality,
8, Jw1e/July 1997, pp 38-41
15. Michel C L Bounias, J Sci Exploration,
4, (1), 1990, pp1-18
16. Abductions by John E Mack (Pub. New
York, Simon & Schuster, 1994)

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

All UFO-related post-1967 documents
generated by the MOD are currently
classified, including Rendlesham Forest.
The following UFO-related Mandatory
Occurrence abstracts can be obtained from
the Civil Aviation Authority Safety
Regulation Group at Aviation House,
Gatwick Airport South, West Sussex, RH6
OYR (Tel. 01293 573662) :-

Saturdav 131il September, Sun 141il September.
Doors open 9:30am Conference commence 1Oam Conference doses 1Opm Sat, 9pm Sun.
Price£ 10single dav NON MEMBERS (no concessions) · MEMBERS £16 far two davs.
Stands and items for sale.

7802646F, 7904369X,8003311C
8100542C,820 1614C,820167 1B
8302525A, 8402680D, 8404256G
8404325C,8904477X, 9101151E
9102447A, 920 1286H, 9701145B
UFO-related airmiss report numbers
75/91, 7/94 and 2/95 can be obtained on
request from The Dept of Transport, Zone
2/26, Great Minster House, 76 Marsham St,
London, SWlP 4DR (Tel. 0171 271 4941).
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Jonathan Hurst

- Close Encounters - Multiple Reference Syndrome - Alien Dialogue - Readers' Questions Welcome to the column of Jonathan Hurst and Janice Jackman, founders of Truthseekers West
Yorkshire.

It is not eary for tts to follow the advice if our ET siblings and come
forward with this type if itifbrmation. EspeciallY as we realise
negative criticism is often inevitable. Regardless, this is our
contribution to the perceptual shift emerging in human consciousness.
Tntthseekers Review has been Janice's sole medium thus far. I used
to produce my own esotericjournaltmtilfourteen months ago. Janice
and I met soon afterwards.
··. ···························::·•··••···r:: :rmrs%%%i.t;:~;;::.mn:m:nu:::mt~:i:'l•:tJrl:ttt!f!XtW•st¥!iit't•{•••• · · · . ,.~· · · · · ~··~··· · ···············
Obviously, UFO-related experiences are
escalating at an incredible pace. Witnesses
probably feel less reluctance to come
forward because of increased media
attention and the many UFO magazines now
available. Many contactees have been told
that widescale public contact shall be the
culmination of tllis phenomenon. Time will
tell, as always. Nevertheless, the
paranom1al continues to flood mainstream
awareness.
In the previous issue of Tmthseekers, I
gave a basic outline of what we've been told
about the so-called Greys. The bulk of tl1is
information was received by Janice, through
telepatllic contact wifu certail1 Greys and
hybrids. This telepafuic contact occurs in
three ways: face-to-face, remotely, and
interdimensionally. In the latter case,
communication is with an ' etheric'
presence,
perceptible
clairvoyantly.
Sometimes I am there to ask questions.
Also, on rare occasions Janice may allow tl1e
other intelligence to come through her body;
tenned ' trance channelling' . Shamans have
been doing tllis for millennia .

Witl10ut my encouragement, Janice
would keep quiet about her extraordil1ary
experiences. h1 fact she would rather
concentrate on more eartl1ly matters like her
tlrree children, and if time allows, healil1g
and visionary art. Yes, she has regular
encounters witl1 Greys and the like (recalled
naturally without hypnosis), but the novelty

has long worn off.
Let me clarify my position in all tllis.
Janice and I live separately. Unlike Jan, I
do not remember any direct interactions
witl1 ETs or oilier paranormal entities.
Although, seeing tile cover of Wllitley
Strieber' s best-selling Communion for tile
frrst tin1e in 1987, did trigger a flashback
to what I now believe was an abduction
experience. I was fourteen at fue tune and
hadn't been exposed to Grey imagery
before.
Fortunately, along with friends and
family, I did witness several UFOs in
1989. The aerobatic objects were diskshaped and displayed a colourful array of
lights. They appeared over several
successive evenillgs, and were reported by
many independent witnesses throughout
tl1e locality.
Since then I developed an obsessive
interest il1 ufology and began conducting
my own research. The sheer weight of
evidence and sincerity I met convinced me
fuat there was a basis of truth to the
paranormal.

trusted friend. Several persons I know claim
to
have encountered iliis bizarre
phenomenon, and now possibly Janice and
her nine-year-old son Craig.

It was about 9am on fue 1st May 1997 a clear, sunny day. Janice was taking two of
her children, Warren (4 years) and Craig, to
school. While driving over Ilkley Moor, she
and Craig noticed a big black American car
appear behind tllem after turnillg a bend in
tl1e road. The car came dangerously close
and remained about 3 inches from fueir rear
bumper. Janice accelerated but could not
lose it. Strangely, she nor Craig could see
any occupants - fue car appeared to have no
driver. After about 2 intense minutes it
simply vanished - on a stretch of Moor road
fuat had no turnillgs. Craig and Jan were
baffied. Warren was strapped into a baby
seat and could not look out of fue rear
window. Coincidentally, two nights before,
Jan and I both dreamt of being chased by
MIBs.
Later tllat day, after Jan had told me
what happened, I suggested she try to fmd
out who was responsible for the episode,
using 'remote viewing'. Eventually, she
found herself lookillg at what she called a
' hologram machine', apparently kept in a
1nilitary base somewhere. She learned fuat
this machine would pick up on certain
' fuought
emanations'
and
project
holographic images ...
A week or so later I told a friend, who
may also be termed a contactee. Her reply
was astonishing - her ET friends had told
her about tl1ese 'hologram machines' and
fueir purpose. Everyiliing tallied wiili what
Jan learned psychically. But, of course, t11is
doesn't prove fuat they exist.

THE MEN-IN-BLACK
ALIENSPEAK
Most of us knowoftl1e infamous MIB.
Reading about them in books and
magazines is quite different to hearil1g
someone tell you their frrsthand
experience - especially if fuat someone is a

Up until now I have tended to
paraphrase fue information obtained from
our ET siblings. As I have simply passed on
details of their perspectives, from now
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onwards they have agreed to use this colunm
as a direct mediwn. Remember, you are free
to reject anything that does not conform with
your picture of reality.
Let me first of all introduce you to a dear
friend and colleague of ours, known as
Luanda. He is one of the benign Reticulans,
and claims to be approximately 243 years
old, from the year 2500, according to our
timescale. He once called himself ' the 1OOth
monkey' - meaning that he has acquired
some emotions. What follows was
transcribed by Janice using remote
telepathy, done especially for this colunm.

regarding our nutritional intake, which is
absorbed through the skin (we also
' breathe' through this organ). We only
take in what is necessary and therefore
have no solid waste. Any impurities are
expelled through the skin as perspiration.
"We have not evolved through stages
like your Earth creatures. This is where
your planet is unique, with both genetic
intervention (as with yourselves) and total
non-intervention; in contrast with those
evolving around you. Studies can be made
of your effect on Earth species through
ignorance and blinding acquisitiveness for
possession of materialistic substance.

LUANDA, 20m MAY 1997
"The closest translation of my name
using your symbols is Luanda. These names
you are given are purely for your
convenience and recognition. We do not
usually contact ourselves using monophonic
methods; our unity allows us to interface
without effort of spoken language. We find
it interesting that as a race you have been,
and are still, capable of telepathic
communication but choose to go through
such laborious contortion to conununicate on
each of your days. The pollution caused by
many other contact methods gives us reason
to question the direction of the hwnan race.
We are not here to make judgment, only to
observe and to remember how we too
destroyed our homeland without thought for
our future.

"We are centuries ahead of the hwnan
race, advanced in most ways, especially in
technological data. When our selfprojected ecological disasters began, we
were able to modify ourselves to enable
our race in adapting to life above and
below ground.
"As our world began to die we began
the struggle to live. Due to our growing
sterility, cloning was the first simple stage
to increase our numbers as quickly as
possible. Then the modifications gradually
emerged. It was more advantageous to
create a larger brain and to streamline the
body to basic requirements. As we cloned,
genitalia were absorbed. It became
impossible for our families to naturally
birth via a union.

"We visit in all times and locations.
Time to us is like one of your oceans. It
flows in and back, bringing new scenery
each time; never quite the same yet always
there. We can ride the waves of time,
undulating, choosing where to materialise to
seek lost knowledge.

"Gender is not an important factor in
our civilisation. This may seem strange to
a species such as yourselves, when this
small part of your constitution creates such
large problems. We can choose if required,
which sex to be as we mature; most prefer
to stay neutral.

"This Jonathan knows of my existence
through cham1els he has recently acquired. I
have been aware of him for many of his life
years. It is good he has an understanding of
our existence. Although with his im1ate
knowledge, it makes life quite a struggle for
him, my friend. We know this but can do
nothing that can affect his life pattem yet.

"We have donor eggs and spemmtozoa
collected from Earth planet with
permission, which introduce new aspects
to our race when required. "

"It is easier to cmmect with those who
are part of us, or those who have supplied
factions of themselves. The interaction gives
strength to each side. Jonathan, Janice and
myself are not just acquaintances - we are
shades of the same moon."

The next part was extracted from a
message for someone else.
LUANDA, 5TH MAY 1997
"We are as you would call ' vegetarian'

Sigiz is part of a hybrid colony on a
planet somewhere in the Lyra constellation.
Incidentally, according to Luanda, Lyra was
the home constellation of the Greys' planet
before its holocaust. The catastrophes
apparently ripped a hole in the fabric of
space-time and displaced the planet to Zeta
Reticuli.
Below is a message from Sigiz,
transcribed by Jan using remote telepathy.
"The 'Manikin Man' has been my
epithet in certain parts of your world, within
a certain timescale. I am the size of one of
your infant children, about three feet tall.
My overall colouring can be compared to
parchment. I have four digits on each of my
hands, three fmgers and one elongated
thwnb. We have no preference regarding
which hand to use, as we are ambidextrous.
With reference to your timescale, I am 600
years old.
"I am in contact with the writers, at this
moment, in answer to telepathic messages
which reached our source. A signal of
assistance was directed at any of the writers'
parallel selves. Contact of this nature is
normally forbidden, as not to intervene
recklessly. In this case we were invited into
your reality to observe ancient soul-bearers,
in which we were once present. Once
invited, we can slip along the lifescale of the
person in question, gathering samples and
inunense information. I am connected to
both of the writers on a sliding timescale.
Aspects of each have joined in their future,
along with others, to form the being of
myself.
"There has been much work to achieve
the point of existence of my race in our time.
If it were not for the interaction with your
hwnan race, ourselves could possibly be of
non-existence; or we could have existed as
purely etheric, or have been adapted to
survive in another medium. Let us say,
without you we would not be as we are now.

SIGIZ, 26TH MAY 1997
Many CE4 experiencers believe they
simultaneously exist as part of the ETs
with whom they have contact. Some
witnesses have the ability to consciously
merge with these parallel selves - a
phenomenon
termed
' duaVmultiple
reference' .
Recently, Jan and I became aware of a
being called Sigiz. He is 30% hwnan and
70% Reticulan, and one of our parallel
selves. We realise this will sound farfetched to those readers whose perception
of reality does not include spiritual and
esoteric dimensions.
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"We have been able, once invited, to
travel back in your time to various stages in
the development of your present race.
Samples were collected and our
hybridisation began to take place. Your race
is evolving rapidly, so early samples are
inferior to recent donations.
Many of our young adaptations could not
survive, but their strains gave forth to
stronger beings whose selves were larger
than their living bodies. These hybrids can
interact with other living matter, conscious
or otherwise (plant or animal), as can
yourselves, to sustain energy and
regeneration on your planet.

"TI1e whole of your lives could/should
be one of privilege and contentment. You
have
boundless
inner
knowledge,
accumulative and endogenic. You have the
power to create all that is- and that is it."
Ufology's bnage of the CE4 Experiencer
Today, mainstream ufologists seem to
refrain from investigating CE4 witnesses
who claim to understand their experiences;
due to the informative nature of the ETs
involved. I have met many of these
witnesses, both of the 'abductee' and
'contactee' categories. Many agree it is time
investigators adjust the filter of their
personal paradigms and acknowledge this
crucial dimension of the CE4 phenomenon.
Obviously, tius will help ti1e rest of us gain
a fairer understanding of the subject.

Questions from readers are always
welcome, even ti10se directed at our ET
contacts. Also, we can contact any entity
previously unknown to us, on your behalf.
In the next instalment of this colUll111,
our ET friends will explore the connection
between 'agraglyphs' (crop formations)
and alien writing. Also, we shall learn
about ti1e subsurface activities of the
negative Greys on this planet. Plus much
more.

All correspondence should be
addressed to: Contactee Viewpoint,
Truthseekers West Yorkshire, 14
Deaconess Court, Queens Road,
Ilkley, West Yorkshire LS29 9QJ.
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This type of witness is possibly avoided
because the acquired information is
generally unprovable and based on an
esoteric rationale not understood by the
average ufologist. Still, not many seem to
appreciate the amazing consistency ti1at
exists between what witnesses have been
told by the ufonauts. Instead we get
ufologists claiming the CE4 phenomenon is
an enigma that no-one really understands.
Remember, the experiencers are on the
frontline; ufology is primarily based on
secondhand, filtered infom1ation.
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ONICOLONA
Oni Colona is ti1e name used by a
female humanoid that claims to be Janice
from ti1e year 2081. Janice has been in
contact with Oni for 16 years. For furtl1er
infonnation, please refer to our article
entitled Open Contact, in the January 1997
issue of Trnthseekers Review.
Oni likes to write poetry, although she
says her kind contains music and colour.
Below is a poem she wrote on 21st May
1997, especially for the readers of this
column; transcribed by Jan. Clairvoyant
readers may be able to see and hear its other
aspects.
A Place, A Dream
Swirling clouds of endless love
Reach from the stars to you.
A breath, a sigh just there inside,
With countless rays of light
All pouring down so tme;
So pure like rainbows in the sky.
Ifyou could see above the trees
The energy emitting,
And hamess all the goodness there
To prevent this planet's pleading.
Ifyou would look inside yourselves
And believe in who you are,
All wars would cease, a pure release .·.
ou 're love, you're light-a star.

@

@=Whhlo

(Singular)

(Combined)

6z

=Zclo Rcticoll

(Past)

= Quest for knowledge of
existence (spiritual)

(Present)

RI:.IICULAN SCRIP!
Translated into 2-D by Janice
Normally the !Jiyph~; <Ire :-1-[)
and contain sound and colour

= Moving fast through time

Q ~I

Source: Luanrl11, 11 (irey

= Non-existence

=To p•eveol
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Declassification of Spanish UFO files has
provided over 2,500 pages of material on UFOs.
It has been a very long and complicated process
with the relations between the Spanish air force
and Ufologists sometimes in dire straits. VicenteJuan Ballester Olmos alleges that there is no
cover-up in Spain. Him and many other
Ufologists have worked long and hard in order
that the material be declassified for public
viewing.
I have over 2000 pages of this material. There are no answers to
the UFO enigma in any of these files, only more questions that the
air force's investigations have provoked. The investigations for the
better part have been very thorough incorporating meteorological
surveys and astronomical data (Nothing like Air Staff 2a!). Before I
relate some of the things that are in the bigger files (which span up
to 280 pages each) the whole declassification story should be told as
it shows that many of the conspiracies that we as Ufologists drean1
up about the govenm1ent are even more apparent between Ufologists

at his disposal in order to fmd solutions for objects sited, photos
taken etc. This nformation was taken from witnesses and classified
confidential.
Tl1e reason for this classification was that it was simply an air
force instruction, not to avoid situations of public panic or for
political reasons etc., but just because it wasn't very interesting stuff
that had no real conclusions. By 1974 the standard of investigation
had become very poor. ill fact some cases were not even investigated
at all. Some of the cases needed scientists to analyse the data and as
such conclusions were given from intuition rather than the facts of
the case.

ill the Canary Islands between 1976-1979 there were cases
witnessed by thousands of people. Photo 1 shows a UFO that was
taken in the Canaries in 1976. It is known that there are twenty five
independent pictures of this. I can't remember the exact figure but
nine of these pictures are known to exist officially to the air force.
This pretty much rules out the possibility that this case was a hoax.
That said, UFO researchers in Spain managed to shed light (Pun!)
on what this photo nlight represent. This report was concluded
unknown by the air ministry. Trust Ufologists to take the sceptical
angle and show that it wasn't a UFO but a ballistic nlissile.

Photo 6 shows Vicente-Juan Ballester Olmos and the Lt. Colonel
resposible for the declassification effort
themselves.
h1 1988 Vicente-Juan Ballester Olmos started work on a project
with the Spanish military. This project was jointly researched and
carried out with another Ufologist from Barcelona (Joan Plana).
These two Ufologists knew tl1at a major source of information was
tl1e Spanish air force because historically the air force had always
showed their interest in the subject publicly. Tllis public interest
began in 1968 when the air ministry released a note in the national
press asking people for infom1ation on the UFO phenomenon. The
reason for this is probably due to the 1968/69 flap in Spain which
led to a little public tension. Up to tl1is point in time the air ministry
had little information about UFOs. UFO report fonns were drafted
by the air ministry and later on these report fom1s were copied from
national UFO groups. A judge was appointed to investigate the case
in question and use all military, civilian and intelligence resources
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Photo 1: Above,
this Canaries
UFO photo was
determined to be a
ballistic missile.

Right, A blow up
of the same photo
shows a angled
cylindrical object
infront and above
the light flare.

It just so happens that 1000 km. West of the Canaries the Soviet
govermnent had a missile base. Low and behold, calculations were
done by scientists and it appeared that this object originated from
where the Soviet base was. Coincidence? I think not. However, the
US govermnent and the Soviet govermnent were asked whether they
launched a missile at that time and from that location and both
govermnents denied this. Mind you, if you were a govenunent would
you accept responsibility for a missile launch so close to foreign
soil? This picture is still referred to in many books as a UFO. Photo
2 shows a picture taken in the Canaries, again in 1976. No
conclusion for this photo was forthcoming from either Ufologists or
officials.
In October 1976 a journalist named J.J. Benitez requested the
air force to provide him with UFO files. The general in charge of the
air force met him rather covertly in a hotel room and provided him
with 12 files documenting UFO investigations by the air force.
Benitez signed a document to say that he shouldn' t disclose his
sources. Three months afterward he published a book about the air
force's involvement in UFOs. As you can imagine tlus irritated a lot
of air force officials. Was tl1is guy a whistle-blower or was he like so
may before and after him a greedy Ufologist who just wanted to
make loads of dosh and be really popular with other urologists?
Regardless of his motives he mmoyed a lot of people and froze a
potentially good relationship between the air force m1d Ufologists.
The president of the national group CEI, Pepe Redon, several
years later wrote to King Juan Carlos and the General of the Air
Staff requesting that the once willing Spanish air force make all it's
UFO files public. In March 1979 a meeting took place between the
heads of the am1y, navy and the air-force. At the meeting they
reviewed the proposal and decided to deny access to these files. Tlus
was classified as a reserve matter. T11e SaJlle agency WJEM were
now never able to declassify the files as this was Spm1ish law (that
once an agency had made a mling they were not allowed to reverse
that decision). Back to bureaucracy again! It seems Ufologists were
going nowhere with this. In fact every Ufologist that wrote anything
to WJEM received the same standard reply. Begone! You had your
classified
chance!
This
now.
Anyway ,
F
0
researchers in
Spain
were
somewhat
annoyed with
Benitez
for
doing what he
did. There ' s
always one that
ruins it for
everyone else,
they thought.
So up to 1988
Spanish
researchers
carried on with
their
letter
writing
campaigns in
the hope iliat
ilie air ministry
would
send
something
back
saying

u

ilie Canaires, this
photo remains a
mystery.
Right,
enhancement
shows a small
object wiili a trail
flying towards the
UFO light sphere.
tl1at iliese files would be available for ilie public (i.e. declassifY
iliem).

Ballester-Olmos and Joan Plana started ilieir can1paign on ilie
air ministry in 1988. In 1990 iliey began seeing the relevant people
face to face. Their major argument was that UFO reports contained
scientific material and are not relevant to the defence of the nation.
In May 1991 an internal memo was written witllin the operations
division of the air force to the general of that section, which stated
that Ballester-Olmos had had many meetings with the air force and
it was felt that there was no reason why the UFO files should not be
m a d e
available to
On January 1997, The Spanish Ministry of Education and Culture approved the official
members of
record of the anomaly foundation .( La Fundacion Anomalia) a non-profit organisation.
the public or to
interested
What is the anomaly foundation? It is a cultural organisation created by a group of
parties. Notes
experienced UFO researchers, backed by a large array of investigators, experts, qualified
were sent to
individuals, scientists and others that decided to offer the collective their biographical
several
assets, archives patrimony, experience and dedication, as well as their financial
regional
air
assistance and know-how to make this a viable project.
commands
requesting
This innovative project consists of these objectives:
them to submit
(i) To promote the study, under a rational and scientific perspective of anomalous
every piece of
airspatial phenomena, commonly named UFOs, as well as those related subjects, and its
U
F
0
socio-cultural influence.
information so
(ii) The preservation and management of archives, files, libraries and other legacies on
that they could
the mentioned matters.
centralise
(iii) To edit journal Cuadernos de Ufologia, as well as other publications and research
everything.
monographs, essays, etc.
Case numbers
(iv) To finance UFO research through grants.
increased as a
result from 55
to 66.
This is the first of it's type to exist in Europe. Anybody wishing to contact the Anomaly

Foundation can do it through me should they need scientific consultation in a .UFO case
or should they need to report a sighting that they had in Spain so that this can be directly
transferred to the national database that is currently being set-up.

There was
much tension
a m o n g
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LEFT LOWER: The UFO streaks around and shows the unusual movement pattern.
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76-79 flap in the Canaries.
RIGHT TOP: Sequence shot 2 (same event as Left Middle and Right Middle Photos)
RIGHT MIDDLE: Sequence shot 3 (same event as Left Middle and Right Top Photos)
RIGHT LOWER: An anomalous object that was seen and photographed in Tenerife on 20th November
Spanish UFO researchers at this time. It was an exciting time for
some and others were still detern1ined to ruin the day. Vicente met
with journalist and UFO researcher Javier Sierra in 1990 when this
was coming to pass so that he would be present to acknowledge the
involvement of all the parties concerned in obtaining this
information. About this time J.J. Benitez, some 20 UFO books later,
wrote an article in the press refuting the alleged declassification

.
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effort by Ballester-Olmos suggesting that it wasn't possible and that
he was lying etc., etc.
J.J. Benitez wrote a letter to the head of the air force basically
saying that he had heard about the process of declassification and he
would be very grateful if the air force transferred all of the soon-tobe declassified UFO files to his publishers for his next book. The

letter continued saying that the proceeds from the book would be
going to a handicapped charity under the command of the queen of
Spain.
Suffice it to say, the general wrote to the queen and asked her
about this charity. The queen replied that she didn't know what he
was talking about and she' d never heard of this particular charity.
What a cheeky guy! That really is low, even for a Ufologist with a
love for money and fame .
Since 1992 declassification has continued unabated. It finished
in May of this year. The Spanish govermnent have agreed to release
information as they investigate it. It has to be said though, that
regardless of the reality of the co-operation between the govermnent
and researchers, when I went to the air force headquarters in
Moncloa, Madrid in 1996 I was told that I was only allowed to copy
ten pages each visit. I averaged about 250 pages each visit because
the nice lady behind the counter could see how desperate I was but
nevertheless, the rules don't make it easy for the acquisition of these
reports. I was also warned that I would get in trouble ifi worked for
a magazine.
Likewise the UK MOD through the Public Records Office
(PRO) charges extortionate prices for photocopying in order to deter
people like UFO researcher Nick Redfern from copying whole files
and seeing if there is anything of interest in them. It should be noted
that files are very hard to acquire regardless of the fact that they are
supposed to be on public display. On several occasions the MOD
through the Lord Chancellor has chosen to extend the thirty year rule
on certain UFO files and classify them secret for up to 100 years.
Now what could be so sensitive to need that kind of legislation?

The JAL Air Flight of 1979
One of the most significant cases in the files which to date has
remained unexplained, involved a series of tmexplained sightings
over a few nights.
On the 11th November at 20:27 the air traffic tower at Valencia
receives a call from Madrid saying that a signal had been received
on the emergency channel of 121.5 Megacycles. Tllis signal was
received by two planes as well IB558 and IB231. The signal
originated from 40 Nautical miles NE of Valencia. It was thought
that it may be a small aircraft from Castellon but the airclub was
contacted and no flights at
that position were reported.

be a large object represented by the intensity of the light they
diverted their route to land in Valencia.
The service personnel at Valencia wait outside the airport for
the flight and observe 3 abnormally lUlllinescent lights in the sky.
One of the lights, although static, produced sparks of green, red and
white.
On the 17th November, a Pegasus radar installation records an
unknown trace at 16:20. A fighter jet is scrambled. (This was the
second bit of military involvement in this incident. On the 11th a jet
was sent up in pursuit of the light and was unable to obtain visual or
radar confirmation).
Contact is lost with the jet and the radar operator at 17:12
however the pilot of the jet reports seeing three high intensity lights
flying in an isosceles triangle formation. The jet maintained pursuit
of these lights but at no time did the relative distance between the
jet and the lights change.
Tlte pilot realises that he is unable to catch-up with the lights
and heads back towards the base in Albacete. On the way back he
hears infant voices saying (in Spanish) "Hello, How are you? ....
Hello, hello ..... ". This carries on for a little and then there is hard
interference for thirty seconds as he leaves the zone.
On the 28th November Madrid control communicates with the
Pegasus radar installations and reports that the Madrid astronomical
observatory in Moncloa had sighted two strange objects above
Madrid. These objects were observed by many people in the centre
of town. As a result of tllis the incident made national radio
headlines. EVA 1, the first radar installation reports 3 objects at
02:45, this is confirmed by EVA 2, but this installation gives
different location co-ordinates.

A fighter jet was scrambled but visual confirmation was
obtained of only one object and at an altitude much lower than that
oftl1e fighter jet and below it's floor safety level.

This case is represented by a file that is over 200 pages long.
It details many investigations into the incident which include

meteorological surveys, eyewitness report forms and radar
readouts. Richard Conway 1997 TEL 0181 989 2296

At 22:02 Barcelona
control contacts flight JK297
and asks if they hear the
signal on the emergency
chatmel. They confmn this
but claim that they are unable
to identify it.
At 22:05 JK297 contact
the control tower and claim
that they are being shadowed
by two red lights some 3-5
miles away. It was apparent
that they were not aircraft
lights because there were no
observable
anti-collision
lights. At no time did the
crew see an object but facing
the possibility of collision
with what they detemtined to
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By Matthew Williams
Matthew Williams is a former civil servant who worked for HM Customs & Excise Criminal Investigations
department who since his own UFO sighting, back in 1990, now investigates the UFO enigma full time. He has
managed to get the MOD to unwittingly admit that they knew the whereabouts of UFO Jiles which were listed missing
-(which they secretly had hidden) -whilst at the same time they were spinning a web of untruths to public, press and
MPs. He has also looked into the governments investigations ofUFOs and had uncovered the amazing details ofhow
one department, implicated in UFO investigations, operates from a super secret facility in Corsham, Wilts which is
housed underground in 35 miles of nuclear proof tunnels. Matthew has become a whistle blower on the existence of
this base and a number of other secret bases. Matthew believes in direct action to expose bases and has been
involved in some actions against bases in the UK
The following information may to the
uninitiated seem complex or trivial so it
must be clearly pointed out that the reasons
for providing this infonnation are simple.
The MOD says that there is no cover-up
over UFO infonnation and also they state
that there have been no secret departments
investigating UFOs. This we manage to
disprove along with tmcovering a policy of
downplaying the UFO subject. The story
gets even more interesting when you leam
that after we found out these facts in a MOD
file the MOD removed the incriminating file
from public view. This file implicated
Provost & Security Services (based at RAF
Rudloe Manor), which is a deprtment that I
have been researching for some years, as
having investigating the UFO subject - a
point which they deny.
I have supplied snippets from the
original govenunent documents which show
the points we are making. If anyone wishes
to get hold of copies of the originals they can
do so by visiting the Public Records Office
in Kew, London where the files can be
booked out and photocopied.
File no AIR 2116918 provides the best
evidence to show that in the 1960s there
were no fewer than seven secret govenunent
departments within the Ministry Of Defence
that were investigating UFOs. Fonner UFO
public office investigator Nick Pope
claimed that in his experience there were no
other departments investigatii1g UFOs. We

have a problem with this statement in light
of these new files which show otherwise.
Could it be that Nick Pope in his low
ranking position of Executive Officer (an
entry level grade) was not aware of these
departments, or is he covering them up?
When questioned, Nick Pope assured me
that he did not know of these departments
when he was working in the MOD and had
no dealii1gs with them.

The confirmed departments involved in
UFO investigation that we know of in the
1960's are:

When researching UFO files you
encounter the thirty-year rule problem.
This means that any iilfom1ation which is
released through official channels is
subject to a thirty year filing rule
(sometimes longer). This means that by
the time the files reach our hands and we
leam thii1gs the departments which dealt
with the ii1fonnation have probably closed
down or had their names changed and so
we catmot find out their current status or
records, or even to make complaints. The
departments clearly named many times in
this file have no other documentation or
references within the Public Records
Office. Consequently we suspect that this
file was probably not meant to reach the
Public Records Office. Are we going a bit
far in stating tltis? Perhaps not when you
leam that after researchers exposed the
file it was then removed from view at the
Public Records Office and only returned
after questions beii1g raised ii1 the House
Of Conunons by the Rt. Hon. Ieuan Wyn
Jones, MP for Anglesey North.

=> All (Air Intelligence 1)
=> DSTI (Department of Scientific and

=> AMOC (Air Ministries Operations
Centre)

=> AIS (Air Information Service)
=> AI(Tech)4a (Air Intelligence Technical
4a)

=> AI(Tech)5b (Air Intelligence Technical
5b)
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Technical Intelligence)

=> DDI-Tech (Department ofDefence
Intelligence Technical)
Public departments investigating UFOs
who were in fact simply letter writers that
fronted these other departments are DS8 &
Air Staff2 & S6.
CAA (Civil Aviation Autl10rity) has
also conducted investigations of the UFO
phenomenon, atld has recently finished an
investigation a near ntiss of a UFO and a
jetliner coming which was making its fmal
approach to Manchester airport.
Extra departments rumoured to be
ii1Vestigating UFOs include DlSS and DI64.
The files which were used for the basis
of these investigations are as follows:
AIR 2116918, AIR 1611199, AIR
2/17318, AIR 20/7390, AIR 20/9320, AIR

20/9321, AIR 20/9322, AIR 20/9994, AIR
2/17318, AIR 2117526, AIR 2/17527, AIR
2/17982, AIR 2117983, PREM 11/855.

,,.,
)o• lfl

including Richard Conway and two
original witnesses. We visited the nuclear
bunkers and will be releasing tllis proof
soon.
,

Bluebook which we now know of as project
Sign and Grudge.)

In tllis letter the MOD were writing to
Project Bluebook and state that UFO
(?..\«~I
investigations were carried out as part of the
"\INISTRY OF DEFENCE
-4--- MODs Air Force Technical Intelligence
Ma111 lluildinJ;,, Whilchall, lONiln~~ S .W . I
'
Dept. Obviously the MOD, whilst writing to
J tlrfllull;t": WJIII&"Ira// ;0:!2 , ,·,r.
another Military unit, were prepared to
,, ,,, ,,,,
adnlit to tl1eir investigations at a high level
' l'-' June 1 9(:,. 5
which is a point they would not admit
publicly. This ilien shows iliat investigations
Our poll.cy 1o to plny dovn lhe oubjec( or oroe o.nd to avoid ottochlng unduo
ottention or publir.ity to 1L Ae a r•6ult, v• hnu· nev~r hAd any ~e-r1ou~ pol1t1ea.l
went on at a high level than iliose of Airstaff
preeeur.e to mounts lnr~,..-srnlf t.nv~&tigotion auch aft rroj~ct 8lu~.Boor:.
Indeed,
2a, the former office of Nick Pope.
the mottor has be~n rolr.~d onJr one~ In Pnrlloment I.e the l~"t 5 or 6 years, and
" /' ' " ' '

thon only in o perlunctory woyt

We know from statements made to us by
serving officers and also former serving
officers and officials, inside tl1e MOD, iliat
many files exist which have never been
released to ilie public. We also hear from
Lord Peter Hill Norton, Commander of ilie
Fleet (MODs llighest position possible), tl1at
in his opillion tl1ere is a cover-up and UFOs
are of defence significance. He states iliat
films and evidence of UFOs are being
withheld by the MOD.
A MOD rulillg from 1967 meant that all
UFO reports would be preserved in the
Public Records Office for viewing by the
public, because of renewed interest in the
subject of UFOs. However if the seven
secret MOD departments were investigating
UFOs back then, where are the
departments files relating to this? No files
are available or due to be released for these
departments. It is as if they didn't exist and
efforts to fmd out if these departments
moved on to have new names have proved
fruitless as this infom1ation is deemed
sensitive and cmmot be given out to ilie
public.

We know that doctm1ents exist which
have not been released to the UK public
because these documents have been copied
to the US government and have been
released to US citizens under the American
Freedom of Information Act. TIJ.is release
circumvented UK secrecy laws. Some of
tl1ese documents show iliat UFO incidents
have taken place on UK soil, involving
American airbases. We also know that some
of these bases have had overflights ofUFOs,
which subsequently il1terfered and rendered
some of ilie nuclear weapons stored on the
base illoperable, e.g. tl1e 1980 Woodbridge
I Bentwaters incidents. TI1e mere fact that
tl1ese weapons were stored in this US
airbase on British soil is still a top-secret.
(Proof of the nuclear aspect is available in a
new book LEFT AT EAST GATE published
by Michael '0 Mara books.) I have just
secured my own evidence of U1e Nuclear
aspect at Bentwaters by secretly visiting tl1e
site with a tean1 of UFO illvestigators,

Readers should note U1at ilie proposals
for a UK Freedom of Information act are
clear in tl1ere being no responsibility for
the MOD to take part. (Although it is my
understanding
that
some
MOD
departments feel iliat iliey may be included
so are preparing anyhow). I feel tllis is an
unnaceptable situation and would only
support a total government and militarywide Freedom ofh1fom1ation act.
When looking at the files which
follow, remember that whenever ilie MOD
have been questioned on the subject of
UFOs they have given a statement tl1at
UFOs are of "No Defence Sigtlificance".
Clearly the files show iliat UFOs were of
defence significance otherwise iliey would
not be investigating iliem at such a high
level.

.
Toa

ti,},

l liVWlllli\lW
1,

2. Nick Pope was asked directly about
Provost and Security Service and RAF
Rudloe Manors involvement in UFO
investigations. He denied any knowledge of
tl1ese facts aliliough he was in office at a
time when Kerry Philpott (Nick Popes
successor) alleges iliat iliey sent reports to
hin1. Work iliat out!
Here we see a file letter showing iliat

;

DeputJ' l"'rovoat •tsr•hnl
Reo6'}U&rlero rro"""t A: Sro\lrtty ..,.._
8flnioea (United 1. lncdoal)
Gonnn4nt llu ll •II nr,,
Bro111ar<t A'tenue,

Aoton,

MOD admit to a policy of playing down
the subject of UFOs. In doing tllis they
avoid public or political pressure to mount a
large scale - probably public - investigation
on UFOs. It is not ilie nlilitary's right to
make decisions iliat will affect politics. The
nlilitary are supposed to be under the control
of government and not acting in such a way
as to dictate government policy.

· f..;jc •"''i6/6:>/C tS
Fl..l\!t!ii;,1UllT

Ull*l!f!tt!titm:1nL1P am1 At
·~

no.lt031777 SC'I, ;;cmT, .J, . ,, l onOquertuo l'roYoat ood ;,eourlt.J 8en1oea (11,,.,)

SO WHAT FILES ARE
TALKING ABOUT ANYHOW .... .

WE

1. "Project Bluebook" was ilie USAF
public project to investigate UFOs using
air force resources. Its leader, Dr J Allen
Hynek left the project i11 disgust saying
tl1at it was keeping the best and most
unexplained records away from the
Bluebook files. Subsequently he stated
that the conclusions of the report, which
were that most sightings could be
explained and that no evidence of
extraterrestrial life could be determined,
was at ilie very best a cover-up of ilie
llighest order. (There were secret level
investigations going on behind Project

Security Service were
Provost &
illvestigatillg UFOs and iliat ilie files were
classified as CONFIDENIW.. (a little hard
to see on iliis photocopy). We also see iliat
tl1e MOD sent out officers to interview
witnesses which may give rise to certain
cases of "Men In Black" or "Men from ilie
Ministry" visitations that have been reported
by witnesses over the years. The MOD have
denied iliat iliey ever sent out officers to
visit witnesses. Nick Pope in his book
OPEN SKIES CLOSED MINDS very firmly
states ilie opinion iliat no MOD officers
went out to visit witnesses and believes iliat
these "MlBs" were just oddball characters "Walter Mitty characters" who "dressed up"
to scare witnesses and were noiliing to do
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with the MOD.
In fact this file gives the name of the
officer who went out to interview the
witness and page 2 of the report (which is
not included in this file) goes even further
into the fact that officers visited her on a few
occasions. TI1e witness, Mrs Ann Henson
has now been visited by UFO researchers
who confmned that she was "advised" by
the MOD to not talk about her sighting to
press or public and not to discuss the MOD

RAF Rudloe Manor. Another interesting
feature about RAF Rudloe Manor is that
most of its facilities are housed
underground in a labyrinth of 35 miles of
tunnels. I have never heard any fUlllours of
aliens down there, though - just a lot of
intelligence work and war time control
operations.
3. MOD have made statements that no
UFO reports were classified secret yet in
this Intelligence report, from one of the
Secret UFO investigation units, we see the

··-· ...

The tone of this statement shows us that
these secret investigators would pass on
recommendations to civil servants in the
publicly known UFO reporting departnlents
(Nick Popes office) enabling them to make
statements fit for public consumption. In
this way the secret units could operate ilieir
investigations without being hindered
because the names of these departments
were hidden from view by the "front of
shop" Whitehall MOD office writing replies
to people.
OTHER FACTS

_ _ __., ~.I.(T~,O~· -

Some of the other documents available
in UFO files include radar tracking of
objects by the military. One incident which
occurred in West Freugh which was
forwarded to secret departnlent DDI Tech
was that of a set of five objects, which were
measured to be as big as ships, which
proceeded from 50,000ft to 70,000ft. A
second radar was switched on and confmned
tile objects at this height. The considered
expert opinion of the military was that iliese
objects were indeed unidentified and of an
unknown type and origin. The radar
operators were able to rule out the
possibility of radar interference or that they
may have misidentified charged clouds etc.
This makes the incident very worthy of note.
Oilier incidents include similar radar
tracks of objects which travelled at speeds in
excess of 4000 MPH. These speeds are
faster than any known aircraft can achieve
today, let alone back ilien in tile 1960's!
THE MISSING FILE

If aupplcentet'Y ~~eti)na ara ••h4 the e. qf s. ai.J)tt •hh to rtrer to
the &n. .cr -l~en tQ U.Jor W•ll on ~tb ~y 1955• Report• reoti•t~ •1~• that
dete 4o not 1 uqett th•t \htr• tl•«4 be •nr oh"t:lll:' ln \h• an.,.~r t:h·tn •~ thoot.
ti~e.
'

5·

investigation. She kept to tlus silence for 30
years until she was contacted by researchers.
My question is how many other witnesses
have been "advised" not to talk by the MOD
in this fashion?
Provost and Security Service is the
department which has been rumoured for
many years as being involved in UFO
investigations and was first exposed in such
a role in Timothy Goods book Above Top
Secret. I featured my investigations into
Rudloe Manor Alien Encounters a few
editions ago and now it is clear the
importance of this and otl1er departments in
the whole UFO investigations network.
Provost & Security Services are based at

word SECRET clearly used.
The report describes an object which
was moving at speeds EXCEEDING
1400Mph. No explanation could be found
for the sighting. TI1e speed was faster than
any aircraft of tile day.Officers who were
experienced in radar made tile statement
iliat tile reported contacts were not those of
any conventional aircraft.
We read tl1at tl1e MOD were unhappy
to see reports of UFOs getting to tile press
and deny that the sighting was not backed
up with radar evidence. This is clearly
disinfonnation being fed to the British
Public -proof again of a cover-up.
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In and around March 1995 tile file
which contained so many of these
revelations about departnlents in the MOD
investigating UFOs went missing after Nick
Redfern was filmed for a documentary
called Out Of This World. The official
explanation for tile missing file was iliat it
has been misfiled. We suspected oilierwise
but it took the intervention of MP Ieuan
Wyn Jones asking a question in the House
Of Commons to bring the file back. The file
was returned two days after the question
being tabled. Still tile excuse iliat we were
given was that it had indeed been misfiledthis was after one year of looking for it and
one major file search (known as a census).
h1 a visit to the Public Records Office in
1996, myself and Richard Conway and Chris
Fowler were told by Vivian Bales that the
file was probably wiili the MOD as iliey
often recalled sensitive files which they may
have released infonnation in by mistake. It
was her opinion that this is possibly what
had happened. We did not prompt her for

:~
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f.\INISTRY OF DEFENCE
M:1111

Bu ilding, Whitehall, LOND0:-.1 S . W . I

I

1 ,{,.,)/I()J;,·: Wlllh'ha/1 70:1.2, •.-.\I.

1-:r l.angton h~>e sho ·~n 11 s your Jet•. er of tht- 15th Junt't Bb <.ul l' roje~t Slue Book.
In the United Klogd•>m, th" ~dr for~e D<!p,.rtment of the Kinietry of Defence hne
the prim10ry reeponeib1l1 ty Cor inv· o>t.ig,.ting reports of Uf'Os., l.llld the rellsons
for thie allocation of resronAlbility are exactly the ~nme as in your caee.
lie inveelill;"l~ ev~r"j c..• ·•~ r<'pn r· ted to us, snd ... e uee eve~y RfHiietenc~, cl v1111lll
36

\

"•·11 r,o; 11\llltan•, availalle t o us to !denti fy a particulnr object.

for exalllple,

"e hll'" fre 1 uently . uee<l the rrr;ource" of Kodok Ltd., to t!Xemine photogrsphs, rll111e
and equipment "ubotitted to us. 'lie do not, however m11intoin a special I!CientiUc
ntaff ror this purpose.
It is normnlly hBndled ae part of the routine work of our

Air Force T~chnical Intelligence department. Unlike you, ho~ev~r, ve do investigate
sinf:le-oboerver 11lshtl.ng,. Our re,.ultl'! over the ye"re ere l .n line with your• Tiz.
in aome ~of caeaa tnv~atig11ted, we are able to ~eke a positiv~, ~tiooal
1dentific 11 tion, in 10:~ we nr4! unAble to do so h4!cauea or insufficient data, and in
no c:ese have we unearthed any evidenc~ nf ~xtra-terreetrial origin.

Our policy jg to plny down the aubject or Uf011 and to avoid attaching undue
11ttention or publicity to it. Ae a result, "~"have nev~r h11d eny r.erious politlelll
preeeure to mount " lnr~e-5cnle inveatignlion ouch a11 Project Blu~.Book. Indeed,
the m"t ter has b~en rt~t ;ed onJy one~ in Pnrli!llllent in the ll!.st 5 or 6 year&, a.nd
then only in a perfunctory >~ayo

the file. I asked him
to be very sure of
what he was saying
and he re-confmned
the details to me
verbally and then by
letter.
Tlris proved that
an MP and members
of the public were
being lied to about
the whereabouts of
this file. Both the
MOD and Public
Records Office had
assured us that they
had carried out
proper checks on the
whereabouts of this
file. If they had then
surely they would
have found out that it
was booked to MOD.
The fact that we were
not
told
which
department
was
dealing with the file
was proof that there
was some collusion
behind the scenes.

The fmal part of
the saga is that an
official clamp-down
a. tlo
has come into force,
b. llo
and now we are told
by Kerry Philpott of
c. Yen, n coneider11ble nu~ber
the MOD official
d.
Je in?~stigate about 70 cas~ a y4!ar but there are nth~rs whtch are n~t
UFO
cover-up
r~ported to ue, although eomelime·a reporte<\ in the .nevep11pera.
department that Mr I
D Goode was in fact
We should ~~ delighted to d1ecuse the matter witb Dr Hynek ~<hen he comes to
wrong and had made
London an~ ao doubt you vill l~t ue know in due courne ~hen he will be hf're.
a clerical error and
the records he had
should have read Nov
95. Tlris letter should
' not have come from
Ll•~tenant Colon•l John F. Spauldln~.
Kerry
Philpott
CtY11 llr!lncb,
anyway
it
should
COIUiunity Relotlons Div1eion,
have come from I D
Offl.ce of InfoJ'1Ill\t1on,
Goode who had made
Der11rtment o! the ~ir Tore~,
'lluhington DC
the statement to me
u.s.A.
in his previous letter.
Why does it always
this explanation and she gave it to us as an
Northumberland A venue. This is the
happen when someone asks about UFOs or
unofficial comment. It seems she may have
writes to government officials that a clamp
Central Records Management Unit and
been telling the truth as we shall see.
down on details happens and you get a reply
after speaking to the staff there I was put
from Kerry Philpott? Why is it also that
onto the Deputy Departmental Records
I didn ' t buy the official missing file
Officer, Mr I D Goode. Mr Goode checked
government denies that many other
story so went on my own search for who
departments investigate UFOs and then
his records and confmned that he had
might have had the file at the MOD. I used
send their watered-down conclusions
records on the file being inside the MOD
contacts I have in govenm1ent to give me a
through Kerry Philpott and Airstaff 2a for
and sent to a department in November of
lead about where inside the MOD where I
dissemination to the public. Well I think the
1996. He could not tell us which
might find an answer. I was given the details
department because he said tl1is was
answer to that question is obvious from the
of a small department which is housed
above.
against the rules, but confmned to me that
inside the Metropole Building in
by his records someone at tl1e MOD had
fhe epeclf1c answern lo yuur queRtlone are ae !ollo~a:-
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d.l.rect.i o n, e.nd gradually increased apeed. A s p eed check •aa tak en 'Which
ahowed a ground spee d ? f ?0 m.p.h., the h e J.ght """
54,000 ft.
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The radar seta u .. ea were capble of following obJects eut:omat'icall,y
bealdes being a>8.nue.lly operated. The in.t'onnation ie .>btained in the to,...
of polar coordinotee· but 1 t cl>n be co·nverted to give plo.n poeiti,.>n indio.ati!ln
tocether with heights. Thia in!'ormati :m can be t'ed into •plotting board
which diap1aya the po .. l. t1on of t....... ob.)ect by -ana or an eleotronicall,)'
operated pen, while the he:l..ght ie shown on a ...,ter.
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The obJect """ riro t observed as a a~ati<>n&ry return o.n the ~oreen of
a rder at ~alecallooh. AlthouFP ita range rem3ined appreciabl y oonatant
ror 'about 10 adnu ~ e" itll height a.ppeared to alter fr?m about 5(),000 to
70,000 rt. A ,.econd rllder wea ewit<:~hed on end detected the •object• at the
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On the moroln.g o f AprU 4-th r~dor a perature ot 'llest J>r.eugn detected
unidentified o b .) eota a n the eo.reene or their reder.ll. A <IUI•-r.Y o r t.h ie
incident ie gi~en b elow.
1.
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~Hie-d Obleoh at West
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After the "obJ ect• h•a tra•elled about 20 Jnilea it -de a -.ery abarp
turn and proceeded t o move S.E. at Ule eame tia.e increasing apeed. 'Here the
reports of th.e two r..:iar atetio0.11 differ in details. The "'" at 1\elacall.och
tracked a .n"abjeot• ot about 50,000 ft at .. epeed or about ?..40 ... p.h. while
the other followed an •ob.)ect• pr "ob leota• at 11..,000 ft. Aa the "ob ,jeot.a•
tra-.elled tO"'.a-rda the oecond radAr ai te the oper~tor detected four •ob,leote•
moving in line ""tern about lj.,OOO yarde fr-<>111 eech other. This observ .. tion
wee confirmed ll'ter by the other r ·a dara, fo r when the ob1eot they we.-.e plott.i.ng
paeaed out of range they were able t o detect tour ?ther '"""ller ob j ecte betore
they t o o p.a.eaed out of range.

'7.
lt .,.., noted b y the radar oper<>to,., tllat tile rlzee of the eohoe8 werl!
o ooaiderab l y larRer th ~n would b~ e~pected from normAl aircraft. In fact they
coneijered that the ~i~e waa neerer that of "ehip'a echo.

8.--· It ia deduced fr::>lll tbeae reporte thl\t altogether fi~e ob)ecta were detected
by the three radars. At leaat one or thee~ r~ee to ~n altitude of 70,000 ft
while remaining appreciably stationery in ezLPuth ~ range. All of these o~
11ppear"'d to be oapeble >f cpe - da of about 21.0 m.p.h. Nothing can be a"id of
phye1cal construction of the objecte except that they were very effecti-.e
reflector& or rad~r eig~la, and that they mu...t ha~e been either of c~na1derabl•
ai&e or alae conetructej to be e"pecie.lly good reflectore.
9.
Then• •ere not l:nown to be an;~ a.ircra.t't l.n the viol.ni ty nor ..,,.., there an:J
'"t=rologlcal blolloons. Even if ball;;JOne hAd be<!n l.n the ore11 the8e 'IIOuld not
account for the sudden chAnge ~f direction and the ~vement at high •peed 11g~int
the pre-.a111ng wind.
10. Another point which hee been considered ie th~t the type of ,...aor uaed 1e
capAble of 1ocking onto heA~ily charged clouds. Cloud• of ~is nature could
extond up to tt>e height& in question and ca.u ee Abno-nne.lly large echo~e on the
radl'.r acreena. It la not thought however that thi• incident wae ;lue to euch

pttenoaen•.
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MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Metropole Buildng, Northumberland Avenue, London WC2N 5BL
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Mr Matthew Williams
25 Upper canning street
Ton-Pentre
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Thank you for your letter dated 14 April 1997.
I can confirm that AIR 2/16918 was in MOD's hands last year and
was returned to the Public Record Office on the 9 November 1996.
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I understand that the file was originally released, in 1994, in a
sanitised form. It is established practice, when sanitising files,
to ensure that pages thus affected are clearly identified, for
example a photocopy of a page with sensitive information excluded
would be marked "retained in department under Section 3(4)" or
something very similar.
Following a change of policy in 1995 it was decided, in light of
the Open Government initiative, our early concerns were no longer
valid and previously excluded information could now be released.
With the file already in the public domain the extracts were
transferred to the PRO on 22 November 1995. Any subsequent action
to re-establish extracted papers, either by re-inserting or
attaching to the original file, rests with the PRO.
On the general question of extraction from files departments can
remove papers for reasons of sensitivity prior to the opening of
files. But once the file is open papers can not be removed,
whatever the reason.
So far as your final question is conc$rned I regret that I can
provide no further information as to what happened to the file
after its arrival in the MOD.

.... r Ltulgton h~te !5h O•tn 11 ~ yo~•r )l!tt. c r of tht- lC)th Junt

ll!llbL l l l

r·roj&ct Blue Book.

ln th• United Kingdom, th~ .~lr lorce D•P"rtm•nt of the ll.inletry o! O~fonc• hno
the rrhuu-y r•eponeibill ty for inv otigntin!'> reporte or Uf'Os •• and th• r•asons
for thie nlloc~tion or resrnneibillty ar• exactly the ~nme ae in your eaa•.
'we inTeati~.\te evrr'J c~·'f' r,..porttd to Uli, and vi! ue~ every 808ietanct, c1v1l1a.n
~e "'dl ~ti dlitarv, ovailal I• tn
to identi ry o particulnr ' object. For ex1.1mpl•,
W@ h~\,1~ frt:t1Utntly Ua'Jrl th~ rr~O\JrCel5 or KodaK Ltd. i to ~X3,..ine phototraphe, films
and equipment ~ub~tted to us. ~.do not, however maintain a special ecientlfic
tJlaff for this ~urpose.
lt l s aor~nA!ly h"ndhd oe part or the routine vork of our
~1r force T<chnlc al Jotelllgence department.
Unlike you, h~w•••r . ve do investigate
ein~le-obG~rvtr aishting ~. Our re8ulte over the ytftra oro in line with your• Ti~.
ln e<>me ~of euee U.v•etigRted, we "'" "ble to 11axe a poeitive, "'tional
1dentificat\on 1 \n 1~ we ~re UOftblt t o do SO becauee Of insufficient data, and in
oo case have we unearthed any •vidence ~r extra-terreetri~l origin.
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Our policy ie to plAy dovo the aubjec~ or Uroe and to avoid attaching undue
attention or publicity to \t. Ae a reoult, .... have never hAd any serious political
preaeure to Mount ft lAr~· -ecn le investigation euch •• rroject Slut,Book. Indeed,
the m~tter hae been rai~ed only one• in Parli~ent in the lget 5 or 6 yeare, and
thea only lD a perfUnctory way,
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as followe:-

con~iderable nu~ber

d. •~ innstigate about 70 c~s• a y!ar but there nr~ nther5 vhich are net
rerortod to ue. although IIOIIIOUCI~ ·, roport~<! 1.n the IIOWIIPIIP~r•.
We ehould ~~ delighted to diecuss th• m11tt~r v1t~ Dr Hyn•k when he come& to
Locdon an~ ao doubt JOU will l<t us knov ladue eouree vhen h~ vill be here,
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ChH

Colontl John 1'.
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Relations Division,
Of tie • of In Co MIA t1on.
Dorartm•nt of tho Air fore•,
Vashiagton DC

U.S.A.

robably have to be!
SUMMARY

What we have here is clear evidence of
the Ministry of Defence being involved in
playing down and covering up UFO
sightings. UFO reports were classified as
secret and details probably were not meant
to be released to the public. Procedures were
in place for the secret departments to lie to
the public about conclusions of their
investigations through the front of the
Whitehall civil servant departments. We
also know that the enormity of the sightings
that were being reported back then show
that UFOs were of extreme defence
significance. Lastly we now know that the
MOD were sending out officers to interview
witnesses and these said san1e officers were
trying to silence witnesses. It all fits
together nicely.
What we now need to know is where did
those departments go and where do they
operate from today. We also need to know
where all of the investigations files from the
many years of UFO research these
departments have carried out. We are
preparing to find these departments and to
ask for the files. We will bring you further
updates of any infom1ation we gather.
Readers will be very interested to read about
even more of the revelations in a new book
by author Nick Redfern which will be
released in September. It is called "A
Covert Agenda" and will be published by
Sinlon & Schuster.
Space restrictions in the magazine mean
that we cannot include all the papers which
make up the file bundle but if anyone
requires the full documents associated with
this article please send a cheque made
payable to Tmthseekers Magazine for £2.00
and we will send you the photocopied
bundle. Address TRUTHSEEKERS, 25
Upper Cam1ing Street, Ton-Pentre, Mid
CF41
7HG
or
EMAIL:
Glam,
tmthseekers@celtic.co.uk. We will be
publishing these documents on the internet
soon.

SEND ONE PC 1.44MEG
DISK AND A STAMP
ADDRESSED ENVELOPE
TO
THE
MAGAZINE
ADDRESS AND WE WILL
SEND YOU VIA RETURN
POST
THE
PICTURE
SCANNED FILES OF THE
SECRET PAGES WE HAVE,
FREE. - EDITOR

By now everyone who
has more
than a slight interest in UFOs know about
the top secret research group known as
Maj, Majic, MJ-12, Majestic, and
Majestic-12. The reality of the group is
shrouded in myth and mystery but one
thing is certain the events and people that
surround this elusive group are still
effecting the core of the UFO subject
today.
Initially the original MJ-12 papers
were sent to Jamie Shandera in an
envelope and posted from Alberquerque,
New Mexico. The documents came on a
roll of undeveloped 35mm camera film.
Jamie Shandera, Bill Moore and Stanton
Freidman spent a great deal of tin1e and
effort researching the documents and
research is still ongoing today.
A number of researchers have through
the executive order number on the
document come to the conclusion that the
docun1ents are fake. That's fme and after
considering the evidence I would agree,
but tllis doesn't mean tl1at tl1e contents are
fake and that there was never a group
known as Majestic.
The supporting MJ-12 documents help
in tl1e validation that probability wise
there is a high chance tl1at MJ-12 existed
and still might. The supporting documents
are tl1e Cutler!fwinning memo, and the
Tmman document.
There are other documents that
mention the MJ-12 group tl1ese are an
alleged FBI Airtel, A alleged CIA letter
from MJ5, The possible coding on
Bob Lacer's tax slip, A teletype
referring to a UFO recovery event, the
so called Ice document, and the now
released Special Operations Manual.
Tllis manual was received by Don
Berliner a UFO researcher on a roll of
35mm film (sound Fanliliar), the
document is eighteen pages and is
titled " Extraterrestrial Entities and
Teclmology Recovery and Disposal
".The documents dated Aprill954.
The docmnent is basically a

Photo: Daryl Smiths' photo
cannot be shown here in full for
reasons of National Security. ©
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training booklet for new members of
Majestic groups showing how and what to
do. This document has been circulating
amongst American researchers for over two
years!
Some of tl1e contents detail the different
alien species through to breakdown of tl1e
type of craft and the ways of recovering
both.
So far this is tl1e main stay of evidence,
but there are also many accounts of
testinlony from people who have had
dealings with or were in this covert group.

THE PLAYERS
Tinlothy Good was tl1e first to publish
the original MJ-12 documents in his book
Above Top Secret (Grafton Books). Tinl
clainls that he received his set of documents
from a CIA source in America. Now this is
where it gets interesting.
We now know that Bill Moore was an
active agent for an intelligence agency
because at a MUFON conference he
admitted passing a UFO researcher known
as Paul Bennewitz false information
(nlisinforrnation). He clainled he did this in
the hope of getting genuine material off of
his contacts in return.
These probably came from the AFOSI (
Air Force Office Of Special Investigations )
through Richard Doty. (Doty was an agent
that met with Bennewitz and who has also
had some dealings with Linda Moulton
Howe when he showed her a MJ/
presidential briefmg paper. He also

Photo Left: Tltis is a cover page of a
document purported to be from
Majestic Twelve group. One wonders
how such secret documents could ever
be leaked.
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Parapsychologist/Director of Psi-tech,
CIA, DIA.
FALCON- C.B.Jones- Parapsychology/
psychotronics, Navy Intel, DIA,
MUFON (1989) As a consultant.
PENGUIN- John Alexander- Fonner
Army Intel on the board of Psi-tech.
PELICAN - Ron Pandolphi - CIA.
BLUEJAY - Dr Chris Green - CIA.
RAVEN- Dr Jack Verona- Liaison
between Capitol hill and Los Alamos.
SEAGULL - Bruce Macabee Photographic expert, MUFON
consultant, alleged member of the CIA,
MUFON state director 1975.
UNKNOWN - Bill Moore - Alleged
intelligence agent
Also possibly a British agent?

As you can see by the above list the
people involved in tltis web of
disinfonnation are well informed people
holding high and respected positions in
virtually every aspect of Government and
Intelligence, now what does this suggest to
you.
Before releasing his set of MJ-12
documents in Above Top Secret, Tim Good
travelled to America for a meeting with Bill
Moore. The idea was to compare both sets of
MJ-12 documents.
Now remember Tim Good was the first
to publish the papers! Bill Moore has now
admitted to tampering with the documents,
but his were the same as the documents in
published in Above Top Secret. How can
this be if Tim published first and Bill
tampered with his? Tim's must have been
tampered with as well.
It seems to me that their meeting was
more than a comparing of documents, and
that they were probably working together.
So was Bill Moore Tim's CIA contact?, and
Is Tim Good more involved than is generally
thought?

allegedly leaked fal se UFO reports while in
AFOSI at Kirtland AFB).
This infonnation was a contribution to
the effect of Paul Bennewitz having a
Mental breakdown at a time when Paul was
obtaining some quite impressive data and
films of UFOs over the Manzo weapons
storage area. Believe me this is not a
coincidence.

called TilE AVIARY. 1l1is consist of high
ranking government and intelligence
community people in an effort concerning
psychic functioning and UFOs.
Some of the Aviary are:

=> TilE SPARROW - Richard Doty AFOSI agent

=> CONDOR - Robert M Collins Fom1er Captain USAF.

Bill also has working with him a group

You only have to look at the list of
Aviary members to see that he would fit
along nicely.
Remember that these are the people
infiltrating and influencing every aspect of
UFO research and organisations. You can
see tllis by noting how many of the above are
involved with MUFON. Also remember
APRO, and how they were infiltrated.

=> OWL - Dr Harold Puthoff -
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
WA ..HINOTOH. D.C . aQlJo;>B

~x~cutive

Bri@fi"g

TOP SECR

C~vmoJ

Y~sterd~y R2 r~qu~sted briefing on Praj~ct •A~. In partlcUl&r•
tu~ w<tnted updated Info r~orn; II 111 rJ:l advls!d t~at that
t<!l'
info was nat availabt~ to P2· lppar~ntly. Hh1tP o~s~ renu~s ·

info b~caus~ of large velum~ or fOlA rQQU@st~. CaRt sePm
to mak~ thos~ rools r~alile tR[-? ~o ro is not availa~lP for
~ny dlss~mination. per EO r}.5b. r~garrll•ss of wh~ renu~sts
Info. Contact 1 - 2P and SQ~ if he can ~s~u•e custody or th~
•at till"·

STVAlT liKE
I'J~

CROP CIRCLES ON THE W.W.W. (Internet!)
earch for "The Crop Circle Connector" Online

TOP SECRET

41 High Street
SALTFORD
Bristol
Tel (01225) 873665
HANOU ON STRICT
NUI).JQ.KNOW BASIS

Photo Above: Documents leaked to
researchers like the one above have
now appeared on the Internet. There is
not a day goes by now without new
"leaked" documents appearing on the
Internet.
In my opinion probably no photograph,
video film or any other kind of UFO related
material can be labelled real or fake. This is
because some of the most influential
researchers, the very people we look to for
answers, the ones who have worked on this
evidence work for the so called enemy.
Because of this complex web of intrigue
it would always be hard if not impossible to
authenticate any of the MJ-12 material,
what can be proved is the link between these
people, the UFO subject and Government/
Intelligence agencies.

For me the participation of these
people are enough to prove the reality of
the UFO phenomenon, as for the details, at
tlus stage your guess is as good as mine.

References:
Above Top Secret - Timothy Good,
The Aviary, Aquarium and Eschatology
- by Vince Johnson,
Researchers letters with researcher
Armen Victorian,
MJ-12 The European connectionHenery Azadhdel,
Alien Harvest- Linda Moulton Howe.

Investigation of phenomena such
as hauntings, clairvoyance,
premonition, spititualism,
poltergeists and UFO sightings.
£11.50 for 5 issues (1 years membership to SPI)

[Another interesting point is that in
US Military circles the presidents callsign
on radio and telephone is MAJESTY. I
wonder where they got that idea from freemasonic king - or Majestic 12? -EDJ
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STRANGE
PHENOMENA
INVESTIGATIONS

ecommended By Truthseekers

Write To: Malcolm Robinson
9 Kent Road, Alloa, Clackmannshir
Scotland. FK10 2JN.
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By NICK REDFERN
'I was checking property at the rear of a
large block of shops when I heard a highpitched whine. I turned round and saw a
greenish-grey glow in the sky about I 00
yards from me and 35 feet in the air. I was
very scared and for a few seconds I was
rooted to the spot. I just couldn't believe my
eyes. The object was the length of a Bus,
about 30 feet long and 20 feet wide. It was
elliptical and gave out a greenish-grey glow.
It appeared motionless and there was no
impression of rotation. The object remained
stationary for about five seconds then
without any change in the whine it started
moving at a very fast rate in an East-SouthEast direction. It disappeared from view
very quickly. I have always been sceptical
about flying saucers and life in outer space,
but there is no other explanation. I checked
with Jodrell Bank and Manchester Airport
to see if they could explain it, but they
couldn't. So I sat down and wrote ,my
report.'

only days earlier. Its contents made for
illuminating reading, to say the least ...
First, the file in question (which was
ahnost twenty pages in length) had been
classified at 'Restricted' level and had
attracted the keen interest of the Ministry
of Defence's Defence h1telligence Staff
(DIS).
Second, and more important, the
released MOD papers showed that at the
time of its occurrence the media had
latched onto only a small fraction of the
complete story. I dug into the aged and
fading papers.
The first entry within the file was a
two-page report filed by P.C. Perks on
official Cheshire Constabulary-headed
note paper on 7 January 1966. Broadly
speaking, this account tallied with that
related above and given to the Press some
eight weeks after the event; however, the
complete file contained much more ...

Those were the words of twenty-eight
year old Police Constable Colin Perks who,
in the early hours of 7 January 1966, was
I was also able to locate a one-page
document (stamped 'Confidential') from
confronted by an unidentified flying object
whilst patrolling the village of Wilmslow,
Manchester Airport to the Ministry of
Cheshire.
Defence which outlined P.C. Perks's
Despite the fact that P.C. Perks's
encounter. Tllis, of course, agreed with
P.C. Perks' s statement that he had indeed
encounter had occtmed at the begi.tming of
1966, the case remained curiously out of the
spoken with Manchester to see if they
hands of the Press tmtil early March of that
could offer an opinion.
same year.
htevitably the r;:::::llc=:::~•D•newspapers had a field day.
'BEG TO REPORT, SIR.
ONE FLYING SAUCER,'
reported Tl1e Daily Mirror;
wllilst The Sun stated: 'I
OBSERVED ONE FL YlNG
SAUCER ON MY BEAT.'
' I must admit I was
surprised,' said Constable
Perks's
supenor,
Superintendent
Hugh
Kenworthy. 'But I know P.C. L...__ __
Perks is a reliable, mature officer and a
trained observer, so I sent the report off to
the Chief Constable of Chesllire'
At a public level, that much was known
conclusively. h1 January 1997, however,
tilis decades-old UFO encounter took on a
new significance when I located at the
Public Record Office at Kew, ti1e original
copy of the Ministry of Defence's
investigation into P.C. Perks's sighting,
which had quite literally been declassified

I was most intrigued to see ti1at on
receipt of ti1e report from Manchester
Airport, ti1e Mi.tlistry of Defence circulated
copies to no less than three departments:
S4F Air (the earlier 'version' of ti1e office
in which Nick Pope worked); the Air Force
Operations Room; and a little-known (and
llighly-covert) body witi1in ti1e Defence
h1telligence Staff known as DI61 .
Most interesting was the fact that
whilst S4F Air and the Air Force
Operations Room received one copy each

of the report from Manchester Airport, no
less than four copies were channelled
through to the Defence httelligence Staff ...
Meanwhile, on 8 January 1966,
Superintendent Kenworthy forwarded to the
Chief Constable of Chesllire Constabulary
the original copy of P.C. Perks's two-page
report. From there, it was sent to the
Mi.tlistry of Aviation, who in tum passed it
on to the Ministry of Defence: specifically to
DI6l. On 1st February 1966, DI61 swung
mto action.
Considering the Ministry of Defence's
current assertions that the UFO issue is one
of little consequence, I was struck by the
fact that on the morning of I February, a
representative of DI6l travelled from
Wllitehall to Wilmslow specifically to
interview P.C. Perks i.t1 an attempt to
ascertain what it was that he saw!
More fascinating: the unknown DI61
'agent' accompanied P.C. Perks to the area
where the UFO was seen, and made an
'on-site' inspection of the illtmediate vici.tlity,
noting that on the morning after the sighting
'some glass like substance was found on the
adjacent car park'.
Wllilst DI61 concluded that this was not,
in all probability, related direct! y to the
UFO encounter of P.C. Perks, I could not
•11Tlnrl1 fail to note the overwheillling
thorouglmess of the entire
operation. And as DI6l's
papers showed, the division
had gone out of its way to
detemlli1e if anything unusual
had been tracked on radar at
the time of the sighting. And
what of ti1e conclusions of
DI61?
'On the evidence available
to Tech htt (Air) it is not
possible to arrive at any
__._.....!..-"......., concrete conclusion,' wrote
Flight Lieutenant M.J.P.H. Mercer of DI61
in a 'Confidential' report of 18 February
1966. It contmued: 'Tllis is always likely to
be the case with such "one man" sightings.
If it were possible for a scientific
investigation team to be present at the
instant of sighting these "unknown"
phenomena would probably be quite easily
explained. On the information available it
would be unwise if DI61 speculated on
possible explanations. However, any further
reports of sightings ill tilis area would be
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welcomed, particularly from responsible
people like Constable Perks.'
Essentially, that was the file . However,
having reviewed fully its contents, I am now
able to make a number of significant
observations. First, the very fact that the
investigation into P.C. Perks's encounter
was undertaken by the highly-covert DI61 ,
makes a mockery of the Ministry of
Defence's publicly-asserted claims that S4F
Air was the chief MOD body responsible for
investigating UFO encounters in the 1960's.
Second, DI6l's interview with P.C. Perks,
and their on-site investigation of the area in
which the UFO was seen, has deep
in1plications for yet another aspect of the
UFO mystery- that of the 'Men in Black'.
For years, the UFO research cmmnunity
has been filled with bizarre (and until now)
unverifiable tales of dark-suited individuals
travelling about the UK, flashing Ministry
of Defence identity cards and waming UFO
witnesses to keep silent about what they
have seen.
Whilst many such accounts have been
largely discounted, I submit that with the
above-information surrounding DI61 now in
hand, we need to look at some of those same
Men in Black reports in a new light. I am
unable to state fim1ly as to whether or not
DI61 requested P.C. Perks's silence;
however, I can state with confidence that
until I located a copy of the official file at
the Public Record Office, DI61 's
involvement in the Wilmslow event had
remained a matter of official secrecy for
more than three decades. he Men in BlackDI61 controversy has only just begun ...
Authors note: Public Record Office file
number: AIR 2/17983. Crown copyright
exists.

Photographs of Triangular Black shaped aircraft are coming forward more and more these
days. The above photograph was taken at Kirtland Air Force base by an anonymous
photographer and was put on the Internet. It may prove to be a fake, but the two shots
(shown middle of page) were taken in Lancashire near British Aerospace Warton. Warton
has long been accused of developing triangular shaped aircraft because of so many
sightings in the area. Have the British military designed the perfect triangular aerofonn?

WIERD
C:C>~ ...... E~--This photograph was sent
anonymously to UFO researcher
Nick Redfern on the 27th June
1994. The envelope it was sent in
was postmarked Wakefield, West
Yorkshire. The "alien" looks like a
cross between a Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtle and Scooby Ooo with
maybe a touch of Doctor Who-style
baddie in there too. Perhaps the
editors of this magazine will all be
humbled when this race of aliens are
the first to make mass landings ...
NOT. If you want to own-up to this
please send your excuses to the
magazine address.
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THE YIN AND THE YANG OF CROP ClRClESJ ETs AND FlYING SAUCERS
AN INTERVIEW WITH STEVE ANDREWS
Interview by Alan Craw, of Cyrkel
Spynn magazine Sept/Oct 96
Craw Says: Have you worked for
previous bands, and could you tell us about
your musical history?
Steve Answers: I've written poems and
songs since I was in high school. It was just
a natural form of expression for me in a
creative sense, I suppose. On the local
(Cardiff) scene I have fronted various bands,
e.g. Flowers of The City and Venusian
Priests, but unless there are decent amounts
of money coming in for your efforts, it's very
difficult to keep a band together, for a
whole host of reasons, and anyone who has
been in a band will know what I mean. I
have been a busker at other times too, but it
is not something I enjoy doing. Recently I
was involved with a band project with "King
Arthur", called appropriately, "King Arthur
and the Travelling Court of Camelot", and
we recorded a set of songs including my
well known "King Arthur's Coming, " and
"Land Of Our Future", which is recorded on
my new album" From Venus With Love"
(M+E 359).

CS: Your music is supposed to be
heavily influenced by paganism,
ecology and nature - understandable
since you are a Druid - but what do you
think attracts you to these?
SA: I grew up with a passionate
interest in and love for nature, and
spent a lot of time as a child
investigating fields and woodlands,
rivers and streams,
ponds and
puddles, hedges and ditches and all
the other wild places I could discover
and find life in. I am still like this
today,
and often go on country
rambles. An interest in paganism and
ecology followed on naturally (pun
intended!). Actually I don't believe in
tl1e "paranormal" or "supernatural"
because I think that these phenomena
are all part of nature that we are
rediscovering.

CS: Also, could you tell us a little about
your interest in David !eke's beliefs and
literature?
SA: I am not saying that David's work is
100% whole truth, and nothing that I an1
claiming that he is presenting cannot be
found elsewhere, but what I am saying, and
what does attract me to him, is that he is
standing up, against all the odds, to deliver
conspiracy theory materials and answer
questions on this information in the public
arena.
Where others have feared to tread he has
trodden, and he has brought several issues
to the public debate that have been
suppressed and hidden by the mainstream
media. There is so much infonnation flying
around about UFOs and Secret Government
dealings and plans etc., that the more
people who discover this stuff the closer we
can get to the truth. I am sure that David is
planning a huge role in this. To really grasp
what he is saying, you will need to read one
of his books which explain how and why he
reached the conclusions he has, and why he
is prepared to deliver this to the world. I
understand that at the moment he is
conducting a successful tour of America, nd
workshops too, and I can only suggest that
people get to see him when he is back over
here in the UK and question him about his
tours.

~~~~~~~ r~~ M~~l ~~~~~Ma~
~~,~~~ fmm ~ar~ilf' ·~~~~ f~wl~r.
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I have come up with what I believe is a
new theory to explain further the mystery of
UFOs and their relationship to crop circles
and to point researchers in the direction of a
solution.
Many readers will be aware of the
ancient oriental system of the Yin and Yang
forces, which govern the universe and the
'Chi' energy currents, which are used in
acupuncture, in oriental diagnosis, martial
arts and for a whole range oflifestyles based
around an understanding of the rules of the
game. 1l1e key-word to Yin/Yang
philosophy is balance and this philosophy
teaches us how to achieve ti1is as well as
what signs to Look for when ti1e balance is
out. It is even applied to great effect in
nutrition and dieting in the Macrobiotic
Way of eating and drinking.

with their destructive priestcraft the lives
of millions and to engineer the future of
the world.
Now all of Otis comes under the male
(or Yang) list of characteristics, so what
about "herstory" and the Yin, feminine,
matriarchal side to all tllis? In a word it
has been carefully occluded and
suppressed and the results are all around
us today. 1l1e balance has been out in
favour of the male Yang dominators for
too Long and now the swing must go
towards the Yin.

h1 UFOlogy it is well-known that UFOs
as well as crop circles are often sighted in
areas where ley-lines run or intersect and
these lines of energy (or chi). Ley lines fonn
a grid throughout the body of the planet and
throughout the rest of the entire Cosmos
connecting everyti1ing together in an
immeasurably vast ecosystem of energy.
There is plenty of evidence which suggests
that ancient civilisations and cultures on
Earth, including fabled lost ones such as the
Atlantean, tmderstood these laws and made
use of Otis energy grid. Just as in a human
body there are energy centres known as
chakras, iliere are also equivalent chakras in
the body of the planet.

In UFOlogy the vast library of
contactee literature and UFO theories is
absolutely riddled with more oftllis Yang/
male dominator symbology and the very
tools of its trade. We have abduction, rape
by ETs, scientific probes and experiments
on abductees, stories of invasions,
galactic,- empires, federations and
interplanetary star wars, we have ray guns,
implants and other such masculine
orientated stuff We have "Ascended
Masters", male names for ETs and
suggestions that ETs were once "our gods"
(not Goddesses!). Even tl1e ETs that are
seen are usually dressed in spacesuits with
boots, buckles, emblems, zips and other
more masculine fonns of dress. We hear
notlling much about Lady ETs in flowing
feminine robes, attractive jewellery or
pretty dresses. The majority of UFO cults
and sects are nm by men not women and
these men are Like ti1e gurus of the world.

For many thousands of years this world
has been nm by men and ti1eir patriarchal
religions, politics, science and culture of
control, which sadly leads to the devastation
we are all well aware of. it is a grim history
of wars, violence, suffering and greed. It is
a history of ruthless power-hungry dictators,
empires, invasions and death. Some of its
products and legacy are slavery, pollution,
addiction, famine and disease. It is a
veritable death culture ti1at has made hell
upon our beautiful heavenly planet Earth.
The major religions all have aggressive,
threatening, war-mongering gods such as
Jehovah or Jahweh, who command
obedience and punish rutiuessly those who
dare step out of line.

Women following this vocation, with
ti1e notable exception of Sri Mataji, Nada
Yolanda and Ruth Norman a.k.a. Uriel,
seem in very short supply. I wonder why
this should be. Is it because the other
planets are all nm by males too, who pick
men here to carry on their work? Is there
no getting away from the horrors we find
ti1at male dominion has caused? I Utink
not. Rather it reflects ti1e interpretation of
an unknown phenomenon by people, who
have been conditioned by a culture ruled
by men. Also ti1ere is the widely accepted
tenet that "Like attracts Like" so maybe
this is why we as a planetary race, are
attracting all these macho alien types. I
wonder.

1l1ese religions thrive on fear
generated from the manipulated masses.
The gods of ti1ese religions have been made
in the likeness and image of ti1eir creators,
the dictatorial power-crazed and greedy
men, who have sought for so long to control

Let us suppose for a minute that many
of the ETs are here, Like ti1ey say, because
ti1ey are gravely concerned about ti1e fate
of humanity and our planetary home. Let
us also suppose and consider that many
can shapesllift or appear to us as we can
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best comprehend then. I Utink Otis may welt
tum out to be close to the truth of the matter.
It is very significant that the most
commonly reported extraterrestrial or
interdin1ensional craft is a round or oval
shaped object- the traditional flying saucer
- or like a "rugby ball". It is significant too
tl1at we use the term "Mothership" for the
main craft. These shapes are feminine or
Yin by nature corresponding to the egg, the
seed and the vagina. The Yang male
favours phallic straight lines as found in
rockets, guns, church steeples, modem
architecture and motorways, whereas the
ancient cultures appear to have been far
more in touch with the feminine side
building mounds like breasts, stone circles,
and temples of a Yin design.
These were the ancient peoples, who
constructed marvels Like Stonehenge that
today we can only wonder at. The Celtic
races understood these principles too as do
many surviving tribal peoples. Now when
we come to the patterns of the formations
appearing in crops we have circles, spirals
and curved geometry. This is all much more
Yin in its layout so maybe it is a symbolic
language from a female viewpoint, that of
the planetary spirit herself or the Mother
Earth speaking. Maybe because we have all
been so well exposed to patriarchal male
dominator conditioning we carmot readily
comprehend this and hence all the wild
explanations and inconclusive theories?
Maybe we need to try and decipher them
more from this perspective? Perhaps it is
the language of our Mother Earth speaking
out in her distress? Maybe we, her children,
have forgotten her symbolic language?
It is highly significant to note that the
Native American tribes have kept the
tradition alive of using the circle in their
layout and design of many aspects of their
culture. it is also equally significant that
these people have prophecies concerning the
arrival of the people from the sky. Their way
of life was always geared towards balance
and respect for the ecosystem unlike the
ways of those who so savagely invaded and
despoiled the Americas.
There is a well-known saying attributed
to Hermes Trin1egistus: "as above, so
below", which, to me, means that our
actions on Earth are meant to mirror those of
the Heavens. As a race of planetary
i1mabitants we must present a very chaotic,
violent and insane picture to those above so
is it really any wonder we get back forceful

extreme of a world ruled by
women although this stage
may well be required on the
way to achieving balance for
the future.

abducting ETs and the mutilation of cattle?
Heavenly angels fear to tread here at present
and this is home out in many chatmelled
messages regarding why they cmmot land
openly yet.
It is noted that abductions are absent

from the ongoing Mexican flap scenario and
tl1at this is thought to be because of the
friendlier attitude of the Mexicm1s to the
UFOs. As below, so above!
In a balanced world there would be
equal proportions of Yin and Yang, of the
male and female. What we being asked to
do is to find this balance, which would cause
a utopian world and would allow us, as a
race, to join other ET races in co-operation
and cotmnunication not as we currently are
as a problem and a danger.

Although tl1ere is a great need for power
to be given to the Yin force I am not
suggesting that we should have the otl1er

Much of the fascinating
in depth charmelled work
received by Vee Van Dan1
speaks of plans for an
androgynous physical race
incamating
here
in
approximately 500 to 600
years in the future. Many
have incamated already as
forerunners of tllis race and
by their existence they are
challenging the status quo of
gender rotes. The world run
by men has prevented a
hermaphroditic race of
beings evolving by surgically
altering tl10se hom with two
sets of getlitals at birth and
has declared tl1at people are
to be male or female with
males on top. There has
been no peace for "inbetweens"
and
"genderbenders" in a system
that seeks to divide.
Actually everyone has both
male and female attributes in
their makeup to varying
degrees and there is tl1e idea
that pure spirit is neither
male
or
female
bit
androgynous in nature, tl1e
God/Goddess
A
hermaphroditic race or one
tl1at changed from one sex to
the other, naturally, as is the
case already in some species
of life such as certain fish, would be an
effective answer to tl1e war of the sexes

I

and would express tile Yin and Yang
physically in tile Sanle body. This state
would be called "an abonlination to the
Lord" of patriarchal religions and such
beings would have been killed off so
preventing the evolution of tile divine
hermaphrodite or androgyne.
The swing towards tile Yin has been
called tile "re-emergence of tile Goddess"
and tllere are very many people being drawn
towards Pagan religious viewpoints. Also
tllere is much talk of and much work been
done already on water-fuelled engines and
motors for the future such as cars which are
driven by water not petrol. Tins could well
be the gift of the Aquarian waterbearer for
the Age we are about to enter. Water is
associated with the feminine side and all
physical Life is totally dependent on it.
I believe a balanced future-world, here
on Earth can be the case but it is up to each
of us to play our part in helping to forward
that balance by leaving behind the
patriarchal past of death, destruction and
fear and opening ourselves up to
understanding with responsibility and
respect the Yin and Yang energies of the
Universe, always striving for the balance in
our lives and our part in tile Cosmos.
Footnote:- Any reader wishing to fmd
out more about the channelled work
received by Vee Van Dan1 concerning
Spiritual androgyny and ET perspectives
explained, along with much detailed
information on astral projection, lucid
drean1ing, sorcery and many other subjects
should write for a List of publications to.-

Vee Van Dam, 53 Hallett Way, ELide,
CornwaLL, EX23 BPG, enclosing SAE or
IRC.
.. .Steve Amlrews
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alarming rate.
Same of the issues
that are raised by the
participants of the video
are:
ARE
WE
BEING
TURNED INTO A RACE
OF HYBRIDS?
ARE WE BREEDING
MATERIAL FOR AUEN
OFFSPRING?
IS THE GOVERN-MENT
INVOLVED IN SOME
KIND OF NEW WORLD
ORDER EXP-ERIMENT?
OR IS THE WHOLE
EXPERIENCE A NEW
STATE
OF
MIND/
CONSCIOUSNESS?

Part TWO of the video
programme contains a
live regression by three
previously
unknown
British Abductee. Talking
our far the first time.
These
regression
sessions were arranged
by Matthew Williams of
Truthseekers
Review.
They were conducted by
David Coggins, a hypnotist.
"ABDUCTION' £13.99 By Empire
Entertainments, Marlowe Bucks.
This video programme is the result
of 3 years investigation and filming
bath in the UK and US.
There is nothing new about the
abduction experience, it has always
been an integral part of our planets
history. What is news is the intensity
of the experience and the theory that
the worlds governments may be
involved. It has been estimated that at
least 3.5 million US citizens have
experienced
the
abduction
phenomenon . The UK figures are as
yet unquantified, but one thing is far
sure - they are increasing at an

I feel that the regression session
part of the video is the mast
informative piece of UFO video I have
seen far ages as it is bald enough to
allow the regression filming to run sa
that the viewer can get an idea of
exactly what goes an and what is said
during a regression. You could never
do this an TV or any other format.
This video contains a first! The people
who took part in the live regression
session were confirmed abductees
from the Bristol area who had never
had any farm of regression or
hypnosis beforehand. These people
knew that they had been abducted
without any hypnosis!
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The production values on this video
were very high and interviews were
sought with the world leaders in
Abduction research including David
Jacobs, and Budd Hopkins but to name
a few. Included also are famous case
abductees such as Whitley Strieber
and Raz Reynolds, as well as many
ather nat sa well known faces.
One of the producers an this video,
Russell
Heymann,
has recently
completed a very complex clinical
standard course an hypnotherapy. He
was present at all the regressions as
a back-up to David Coggins. He
believes that many people aut there
are experiencing strange encounters
which could be classified as alien. His
intention in part-producing this video
was to give a wider look at the
abduction phenomenon. He wishes
now to look forward and help people
overcame troublesome experiences in
order to move an to better ones
through his abilities in hypnosis.
State of the art computer graphics
and special effects are also employed
in the first half of the video. Bath the
computer animations artist and the
video editor now work in Hollywood.
This video cost a bomb to make!
However, I think it was very much
worth it. Far the serious Ufalagist this
video is a must have!!!
The producers are looking far video
footage of UFOs or any ather strange
things far their next video. If you wish
to help or are prepared to be
interviewed about your experiences
please write with your story to:
Alien Encounter Productions
2 Hollytree Cottages
Church Rd, Lane End,
Buckinghamshire. HP14 3HT.
Tel 01494 881033
Or write to the Truthseekers
magazine address. You can also order
videos at £13.99 from the above
address.

concise
manner
which
makes each topic
easy to digest.
the
like
distribution
of
photos
and
sketches. It is so
important to see
sketches
from
witnesses, I feel,
because it is these
- more than artists
impressions - that
give us an idea of
the objects from
the eye of the
witness.
Included
also
are a number of
rare UFO photos
and
reproduced
documents.

ALIEN
CONTACT
Randles,
Collins
&
Publishers, Price £14.99.

Jenny
Brown

This book covers the last 50
years of Ufology. I am glad to see
that there are still books out there
which give an overview of the
subject up to date. Jenny has done
a very good job of chronicling the
last 50 years and simplifying it in
this book. There is enough
information in this book to suit any
keen starter in Ufology. I do not
think that the book was intended
for hardcore researchers, instead
for beginners. In this respect I
would say that this book is a great
place to start. I would bracket this
book as suitable to ages of 15
upwards.
Each year is dealt with

1n

a

was
quite
surprised to see that Jenny was
the
Crop
Circle
favouring
phenomenon. There are some
very nice photographs of crop
circles in this book.

If anything I wish the book could
have been bigger and perhaps used
colour photographs as opposed to
black and white. This is the only
criticism I have. Other than that it's
year by year layout makes it easy to
reference some of the bigger
events in UFO history.
There is nothing in the book
which I feel would shock a younger
mind so this would make an ideal
present for anyone in the family.
Jenny is one of the UKs most
published authors on the subject of
UFOs. She is well respected and
supplies contributions to TV
programmes and documentaries.
Other books by Jenny Randles
worth looking at:
Science & The UFOs by Jenny
Randles and Peter Warrington.
Skycrash by Jenny Randles and
Dot Street & Brenda Butler.
Out Of The
Randles.

Blue

by Jenny

Jenny also explores
both sides of the UFO/
Alien argument in that
these events could be
real or perhaps even
imagined. She puts
forward a convincing
case for their being
cultural-tracking in UFO
cases, whereby popular
images
icon
represented in the
media,
or
world
changing events will
have a bias on the UFO
and
paranormal
phenomena.
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1947 - 1997
· ·

.16th & 17th August 1997

lSpeakers
,Derrel Sims, Brenda Butler & Dot Street
,J Don & Vicki Ecker, Paul Devereux,
,,, Antonio Huneeus, Odd Gunner-Reed
Larry Warren, Peter Robbins,
i Derek Sheffield, Malcolm Robinson,
-: David Percy, Alan Alford,
:Nick Redfern, Matthew Williams

At the same time, BUFORA wilf also
be marking it's 35 years of careful and
objective investigation of this most
baffling enigma.
A line up of international speakers
will prese(lUhe latest UFO research
and
developments. Abductions,
government conspiracy, MISs, Close
Encounters... and much more will be
discussed ,~nd debated; highlighting
a phenomenon that will not go away ...

'.~ Exhibition , stalls and lots more ...

··~ Doors open at 9.3Dam on both days
is subject to change

~~

~~ Ticket Ordering

~ Congress '97,

~w- ~

e--\)
~

BM BUFORA London, WC1N 3XX
Phone: 01484 721993
Email: 101322.751 @compuserve.com

i

The
Venue

"i:

The Pennine Theatre is located at the heart of
Sheffield and is literally a stone's throw away from
rail and bus stations.
The venue is part of Sheffield Hallam University's
modern City Campus complex and boasts some the
finest facilities in the UK. With an air-conditioned
auditorium, state-of-the-art audio visual technology ,
adjcent cafe and restaurant will ensure your visit will
be an experience not to be missed.
The exhibition area will include a wide range of
books, videos and other UFO related material for
you to peruse.
Hotels
Novotel (AA/RAC 3 star, ETB 4 crown)
Situated in the heart of the city centre, opposite the
Pennine Theatre. The official Congress Hotel.
Rooms 124 double/twin. 0114 278 1781
Comfort Inn (AA/RAC Lodge)
Budget hotel situated in the heart of the city centre ,
close to the Pennine Theatre. Rooms 10 single , 28
double, 11 twin. 0114 273 9939

Booking Tickets

Congress updates on www.bufora.org.uk
and UFOCall 08911218 86

~ ~ calls cost 50p peak rate and 45p at all other times

The b i g g e s t U K U F O ConFerence oF ""I 9 9 7

Name

Please rush me tickets for

Address

Saturday 16th August
Sunday 17th August
Weekender

Telephone ~tffG~'w,}#iai.~~tij
Email
""""'"""""""""'

Kenneth Arnold reported
the first UFO encounter over the
Cascade mountain range and the
news of an alleged crash at Roswell
was just breaking.

The 9th BUFORA International UFO
Congress will celebrate 50 years of
global UFO research that has seen
many changes from those early days
to the realm of alien abduction and
covert government activity that is at
the heart of Ieday's popular ufology.

1·;

~~ programme

1947 saw
th·e advent of the
modern era of UFO

Abduction research.

City Campus, Sheffield Hallam University
Pond Street, Sheffield, UK

rcW ·'
>-ti
1!, ~1

Conspiracy

Please complete and return the booking form
overleaf along with your remmitance. Alternatively,
email reservations can be~n made but remi1tance
must be sent via post within 14 days.

BUFORA
BRITISH UFO RESEARCH ASSOCIATION

I Enclose payment of £ ([~lt~J
BUFORA Membership
~~
Number (where applicable)
Please state cJearty how many tickets your require
and for which days

~{e_rea~_;rr;~;yOW~ef1PP~t£a0.0079n:lL~d~lelililta!t~C9weJS~z~.sr;rsutOM:'L~9l7:C@Z.Ui

Book now to avoid disappointment!
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CoEvolution
Sunday, 26th October : 11.00am - 5.00pm
At the Exeter Hall, Kidlington, nr Oxford
The Modern UFO Era Started In 1947
Do We Now Have

EVIDENCE FOR

The true story of a man
taken for ten days to an
extraterrestrial
civilisation

ET LIFE?

One Monday in mid.FebruMy 1989, Alec NewaJd
set off on what should have been a three-hour
1 drive from Rotorua to Auckland in New Zealand.
Speakers Include
He arrived in Auckland feeling tired and
Graham W Birdsall - Prominent Ufologist, and Editor of UFO Magazine. Graham
confused, but was even more confused to learn
will be presenting the very latest information on the UFO scene. Hear the news
that Monday was now Thursd<Jy ten days later,
on the Flying Black Triangle, and more...
and that he had no idea of what had happened in
Ananda Sirisena - One of the first researchers to reveal the startling Martian the meantime!

features, such as the Pyramids, and two Sphinx-like faces. NASA will be back at
Mars in July 1997, what will be the latest news?
Busty Taylor - Researcher with over 40 years experience of UFO sightings.
Many of you will know Busty's recent work in crop-circle research. What will be
the news from the 1997 circle season?
Edward Ashpole - Science correspondent and author on SETI, and the possible
UFO connection to SETI research. Edward has written books such as The UFO
Phenomena and Where Is Everybody?
Contact International UFO Research will be presenting news of the very latest
national and local UFO sightings.
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When Alec did retrieve his memories of those
missing ten days, he realised his life had
changed forever.
Early on in that fateful trip, while driving
through a foggy mountain pass, Alec was
whisked from the road by beings from an
e~traterrestrial civilisation.
What he learned and experienced during his
stay with these friendly beings has profound
implications for all of us here on Earth.
Sooo after his 'return', Alec received
· -----; strange visits from 'government scientists '
etc.
I wanting to know about his experience.
- · _____ _J All'l()ng other things, they were keen to learn

Tickets- £8.00 on the dOOr, or £6.00 in advance, available from:
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1 9 9 7 (X )
Intern a ti 0 n a I u F 0 Res ea rc h
PO Box 23, Wheatley, Oxford, OX33 1FL

c 0 n tact

whatheha~noticedaboutthec~pabili~iesofthisalienrace. Alec was
uncooperative and soon found h1mself m 'hot wa·ter'.
II was obvious that these 'scientists' knew all about Alec's 'abductors' and
expected they would return to Earth one day-soon.
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I just got a good moving copy of the area51 footage from Switzerland. as published in Alien Encounters Magazine. I
have captured some frames and cleaned them up a bit for you to see.
These show a few more things than the ones you have already published.

£t\

Shots include ... TV screenshot of alien in room. / Interrogator stands behind alien, left hand under chin of alien, I Right
hand shines torch in aliens eyes. I Chest of interrogatror can be seen - torch is higher up. Right hand
interrogator has some sort of sponge pushed near the aliens face, this
catches the light near the aliens mouth [it looks like something coming
from the aliens mouth but is intact just shine off the edge of the sponge!)
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